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Meanwhile. the struggle fOT power takes pl,ace within the state, a 
domain scrutinized by political science. The empirical interaction 
between the two spheres is studied by political economy. And soci-
ology forms a residuary discipline. combining under the general rubric 
of 'society' the remaining accoutrements of social reproduction: the 
family, social class, deviance, education and so on,14) An equivalent 
separating out at the international level gives us a world market studied 
by international economics and a states-system studied by IR. 

If this view of history is correct - if what distinguishes the modern 
international system is simply freer markets and better behaved states 
- then no amount o f demonstrating the interconnection between social 
structure and geopolitical system in past historical epochs need have 
any critical implication for the division of labour among the contem-
porary socia l sciences. After all, we are now living in a different world, 
one whose institutional differentiation does in fact correspond to this 
intellectual division of labour. If this were so, then ou r concl usions 
up to this point, and the historical materialist method we have de-
ployed, would indeed be of historiographical interest o nly. 'Thus', 
wrote Marx, drawing out the extraordinary assumptions which such 
a view would entail, ' there has been hislory, but there no longer is 
any.'loI6 On the other hand, if it is not true, if the division of labour 
is, on the contrary, a naturalizing of the social forms of modernity 
which also m ystifies them, then Marx's method may be the key to 
a wo rld of insight which the orthodox social sciences could never 
unlock. This is the issue to which we turn in the next chapter. 

5====== 

The Empire of Civil 
Society 

As we have seen in the chapters above, Marx's method (tracing the 
correspondence between the strategic relationship and the wider forms 
of social power) can be used as a general method in historical soci-
ology. But the principal deployment of it by Marx himself was of 
course in the analysis of capitalism. For it was by elaborating the 

uniqueness of capitalism as a mode 01 that Marx 
sought to explain the distinctive institutional forms of modernity. Our 
purpose in this chapter is to extend this explanation to the dominant 
forms of m odern geopolitical power. 

The argument will be set ou t in six parts. First, we must identify 
the strategic relationship in modern Western societies and examine 
its connection with the political fo rm of the state. This leads, second, 
to the suggestion that sovereignty needs to be understood historically 
a.:.. a g[pc:>litical captta.!iim-:-Third, it is suggested 
that these structural connections (between capitalist relations of pro· 
duction and the sovereign form of the state) underpin the distinctive 
form of mode rn international power and indeed explain how it is 
that we can have a global states-system at all. This observation is then 
developed, on the one hand, into a challenge to the widespread notion 
that the modern states-system dates from the era of absolutism, and, 
on the other, into a reinterpretation of another category of realist 
theory, namely the baJance of power. In turn, reinterpreting the balance 
of power makes it apparent that Marx himself provides a theory of 
anarchy - not as the timeless condition of geopolitics, but as the 
characteristic social form of capitalist m ode rnity. The argument 
therefore includes the theoreticall'edefinition promised earlier of the 
two core categories of realist IR. In a nutshell, the structural specificity 
of state sovereignty lies in itS ' abstractiqn: fr:9lJl_ - an 
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'!Ps lraction. which of. the private spher:..2f the market , 
and productie..n. 

anarchy - which, for realism comprises a presocial state of 
nature - is rediscovered as a historically specific condition defined by 
M arx as 'personal independence based on d epend ence mediated by 
things'. 

The Structural Basis of Civil Society 

Let us begin, as Marx recommended, with the relationship between 
the direct producer and the owner of the conditions of production. 
In capitalist societies the direct producers are no longer in possession 
of their own means of subsistence, and what binds them to the processes 
of surplus extraction is no longer political command, but rather the 
requirement to sell their labour in order to gain this subsistence. This 
necessity supports the distinctive capitalist relations of surplus extrac-

themseJve.s: sancti0!!S9 between 
formal equals m w lch the labourer accepts authoritative subordina -
tion in- the -re;'i;;-
the wa.se 

a very stnking contrast here. In precapitalist societies the 
apparatus of public rule was implicated directly in the process of surplus 
extraction and the producers were therefore, as we would regard it, 
politically unfree. This does not mean that all precapitalist societies 
were prison camps. The non-econo mic means used to extract the 
surplus varied, as Marx obseTVed, 'from serfdom with enforced la-
bour to a mere tributary relationship ',1 and an apparatus of domi-
nation might bear down more or less heavily on the peasant majority. 
It does mean , however, that formal political inequality was basic to 
social reproduction. N ot so with capitalism. U nder capitalism the 
formal subord ination in production which accomplishes the extrac-
tion of the surplus is not exercised through the state. Formal political 
inequality is therefore not inscribed in the relations of production. 
This d oes not m ean that a ll capita list societies are havens of human 
rights. Once again, the historical variation is considerable, and only 
a tiny number of capitalist societies h ave been able to sustain durable 
political democracies.2 But if any h ave been able to d o so, and to 
institu tionalize a formal political equality among the citizenry, this 
reAects the fact that unde r capitalist relations of production the direct 
extraction of a surplus is accomplished through ' non-political' rela-
tions associated with new forms of social power. 
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What, then, are these new forms of social power? This is the riddle 
that Marx sets himself to answer in Volume I of Capital. We call them 
'market forces' and the rule of law. But tfle 

the not lUS! l;l . iEhaJili. 
a, ':."'ay we; 

histo rically spc;clfic relatlo nsj>etween which 
e..!!!:cts .lhe of the social order in 

other 
in .. o[ . .\'V.here 

occurs, the of volun!ary 
which a small fracu.Q.o the _sqci<!!.1:urplus. 

It becomes a compulsory association, which subordinates aU its 
members to the impersonal rule of value. To uncover exactly what 
this new form of rule comprises, and how it operates, is the central 
object of Marx's substantive theory of capitalist modernity, the social 
theory of value elaborated in Capital.4 However, th e crucial point here 
is simply this: inc£"rporation.!m2 

form. of a relation of.exchange between legal 
the p rocess of surplus is as a private 
of civi!...sP£.i,=ty. 

This is called economics. But what is economics? We are so used 
to assuming the presence of this distinct branch of social life that it 
is always surprising to recall how little the word itself discloses about 
the n ovelty and character of what it describes. A combina tio n of the 
Greek terms for house and law, 'economics' originally referred to the 
managem ent of the househo ld. And as late as the t7405, Adam Smith's 
teacher, Francis Hutcheson, still included marital, parental and master---
servant relations under the heading of 'Principles of Economics', In 
short, there is nothing in the earlier use of the word (unless it be the 
hint of a private sphere) which accounts for why it should have come 
to refer exclusively to market relations. And nothing is explained 
therefore by using the term 'economic' in its modern sense unless one 
already assumes (consciously o r oth erwise) the capitalist relations of 
production which create its object.3 Similarly, if one looks up any of 
the words we habitually use to describe the process of surplus extrac-
tion under capitalism - market, business, industry, commerce - one 
finds that each of them is an etymological dead·end in the same way 
that 'economics' is.6 The t racks of modernity are well covered. 

At the same time, while the state no lo nger carries out the p rocess 
of surplus extraction itself, it has on the other hand assumed a new 
centralized m o nopoly of jurisdiction which it asserts through an 
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impersonal rule of law.' Thus we see a redefinition of political power 
in public, communal terms: it guarantees contracts between private 
individuals, it keeps the peace both internally and externally, it imparts 
a degree of collective management to the overall social development 
of the society. But there are also things that it no longer does, social 
roles which are by the same token removed from the domain of political 
power and redefined as private. Among these, the most striking is the 
process of surplus extraction. 

The emergence of distinct institutional spheres called the state and 
the economy is the signature of capitalist society. But no adequate 
social theory can take it at face value. For, as Ellen Wood put it, in 
a passage we have already cited in chapter 3 above: 

the differentiation of the economic and the political in capitalism is, more 
precisel); a differentiation of political funct ions themselves and their sepa-
rate allocation to the private economic ' phere and the public sphere of the 
state. This allocation reflects the separation of political functions imme-
diately concerned with the extraction and appropriation of surplus labou r 
from those with a more general communal purpose .... the differentiation 
of the economic is in fact a differentiation within the political sphere.' 

If this is true, then the very least that can be said is that under such 
an arrangement the activities denoted by the term 'politics' - or, indeed, 
'the state' - are going to be radically different from what these terms 
would refer to in other kinds of society. There is a kind of emptying 
out of certain powers and functions from the formal political realm 
of the state. The inverse applies, as already suggested, to the term 
'market'. Here we see a kind of filling up new social powen a nd 
functions, centred on the processes of surplus extraction, which 
exchange relations never previously encompassed. Historically speak-
ing, it is a very strange form of social organization.' 

Sovereigncy as a Capitalist Political Form. 

These observations may turn out to be of considerable relevance to 
IR. For what is the political form under discussion here if not the 
conceptual building-block o f the discipline. namely the sovereign state? 
This is a category in need of some clarification. Most commentators 
accept th at the primacy de noted by tht: term 'sovereignty' cannOt be 
defined straightforwardl , as the ability o f the state to control activities 
within its borders or resist external constraint on its freedom of action. 
Apart from anything else, there are just too many small, weak states 
in the world for this to be empirically plausible. For this reason, we 
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all learn that its absolute properties refer to its juridical status. A 
sovereign state does not share jurisdiction 'A-ith Church and nobility 
as under feudalism, or suffer systematic subordination to a party 
organization as under Soviet communism. Yet sovereignty is not just 
the legal paramountcy of the state - and even if it were, it is not easy 
to see how this could be sustained without exercising a preponder· 
ance of power. Much IR theorizing on the subject seems to waver 
uncertainly between these two definitions, substantive and formal, 
switching back and forth depending on the particular issues being 
discussed. Excited claims that the latest wave of military or commu-
nications technology, o r the latest round of 'globalization' in the world 
economy, are rendering the concept of sovereignty obsolete alternate 
with firm denials of any diminution in the political, legal and military 
monopolies commanded by the state. As a result, students often find 
the whole issue of sovereignty deeply enigmatical: an absolute form 
of rule which seems never to be absolute in practice even though. for 
some reason, the formal constitu tion of the international system rests 
on the assumption that it is so. 10 

What are we lO do with what Waltz has called this 'bothersome 
concept'? 11 Perhaps a first step might be to cease thinking about sov-
ereignty as a self-evident starting point - which is what we do if we 
accept its own legal or political self-definition. Perhaps instead we 
should think of it as rule historically specific 
distinctive confi ration -or sOcial i.:.d.a· s which define ca italis as 

For sovereigntY also, c rucially.)nvolves the idea of 
the state 
political l

. What do these phrases mean? 
·J·n part, they mean that 'the primacy of geopolitics' gives the state 

executive a warrant to override internal interest groups in the con-
duct of foreign policy. However, something like this could apply in 
any hierarchical society incorporated into a geopolitical system, and 
it is therefore not specific to sovereignty, the form of rule held to 
distinguish the modern state. Nor do they mean that the state is not 
involved in regulating civil society. It is, after all, the state which frames 
la\"\fS, upho lds contracts, raises taxes and implements policies designed 
to promote the development of the sphere of production. 

None of these, however, need involve the state moving into that 
other realm of political command, namely the privatized sphere of 
production, by taking over the process of surplus extraction itself 
Where it does do this, for example by extending its direct ownership 
through nationalization,12 it can find that the $overngn character of its 
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rule diminishes. It no longer stands over against cjvil society. Indus-
trial disputes are immediately political disputes. The appropriation 
of the surplus becomes an object of public 'political' struggle within 
the state rather than private political struggle within the productive 
corporations of civil society. The private despotism of the workplace 
becomes the public despotism of the state. 13 A process such as this 
seemed to be a factor in the British 'Winter of Discontent' of 1978-
79: the sovereignty of the state was eroded because the day-to-day 
separation between politics and economics was blurred, and the 
government therefore found itself dragged into one industrial dispute 
after another. 

Conversely, however, the restoration of the sovereignty of the state 
in such circumstances is also the restoration of the private political 
sphere and of the class power of capital in this sphere of production. 
In fact, is this not what happened next in the British case? The Labour 
government feli, and was replaced by Margaret Thatcher's Conserva-
tive administration, which came into office with a commitment to 
'roll back the frontiers of the state'. On the face of it, this commitment 
seemed to be contradicted by the evidence, namely the failure to 
reduce public spending levels, the reinforcement of the coercive arm 
of the state, and the transparent use of state legislative authority to 
intervene in industry by reducing the legal power of organized labour. 
But if we understand the capitalist separation of politics and econom-
ics in the manner suggested by Ellen Wood, then a real underlying 
consistency emerges which concerns the sovereignty of the state. 

For the sovereignty of the state does depend on both a kind of 
abstraction from production and the reconstitution of the state-
political sphere as external to civil society. But this is not an abstrac-
tion which means that the sovereignty of the state is neutral. On the 
contrary, its very form is a dimension of class power because it entails 
the parallel consolidation of private political power in production. An 
illustration of what this can mean in practice was the British miners' 
strike of '984-85, Since it is known that the government gave the 
Coal Board every possible assistance behind the scenes,I4 its insistence 
that the strike was an industrial dispute and not the business of the 
state can be made sense of only in terms of a determination to redefine 
'the political' as outside and separate from surplus extraction, a re-
definition whose other half was necessarily the restoration of private 
political power in production. Perhaps the two most oft-repeated goals 
of th e government during the dispute were that an impersonal rule 
of law should be upheld, and that 'management should be allowed 
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to manage'. In other words, the state was neither ...... -ithdrawing from 
civil society nor necessarily encroaching further upon it. It was 
reimposing the separation of political functions between public and 
private spheres which is the form of both class power and state po\vcr 
under capitalism. 

All this suggests that we should define sovereignty primarily not 
in terms of the practical ability of the state to command the behaviour 
of its citizens, nor yet as a kind of residual legal paramountcy. To be 
sure, without these there would be no sovereign states. But these 
descriptive attributes, enormous though their practical significance 
do not comprise an explanation of why the modern state assumes Its 
distinctive 'purely political' form. By contrast, if we define sovereignty 
as the social form of the state in a society where political power is 
divided between public and private spheres, it becomes apparent that 
at least some of the confusion over whether modern state power is 
strong or weak, or determined, sovereign or 
has been unnecessary. For under capitalism, these are not necessanly 
dichotomies. 

The Sovereign States-System 

The Structural ImpficatWns 0/ Sovereignty 

The historical rise of the sovereign state is thus one aspect of a 
comprehensive reorganization of the forms of The chans:e 
that it works in the form and content of the mternatlonal system lS 
no less startling. For under this new arrangement, while relations .of 
citizenship and jurisdiction define state borders, any aspects of SOCial 
life which are mediated by relations of exchange in principle no longer 
receive a political definition (though they are still overseen by the state 
in various ways) and hence may extend across these borders. And if 
political functions which used to be in state hands are now 
to a private political sphere fronted by a set of exchange reiatlOns, 
then these political functions will travel. 13 

This is indeed what has occurred. It is now possible, in a way that 
would have been unthinkable under feudalism, to command and 
exploit productive labour (and natural resources) located under the 
jurisdiction of another state. This is because capitalist relations. of 
surplus extraction are organized through a contract of exchange whlch 
is defined as 'non-political'. It must be reiterated that it simply will 
not do to call this 'economics' and think we have explained anything 
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unless we riJMr say that this is the first time there has been such a 
phenomenon as 'economics' or define it more closely as capitalist 
economics. And either way, we have to include in our definition the 
pecu liar state-form which is its other half, because these functions can 
be regarded as non-political only on the assumption that politics has 
been redefined to restrict it to general communal functions. 

Historically, this transformation seems to have been accomplished 
in Europe in two broad, overlapping phases. The first ph!se C8!!!-

state-building, that is, the centralizing of 
au ont by. abs..?ll!..t!st the suPPr:ess.l9!J 0 
power and -tlie construction of a bureaucratic machinery of govern-
ffienC This madeupossible for -;n-;;nardis to e-;ercise a more 
i'hsOlute and exclusive jurisdiction, so that states became much more 
sharply defined territorially. The modern political map of the world 
is a perfectly fittingjigsaw in which all the separate, interlocking pieces 
are clearly marked in different colours.16 For much of orthodox JR, 
the modern world begins here, where the impossible patchwork of 
medieval Christendom is replaced by territorially unified jurisdictions. 

,!>ehin.fl. this 
followed tEe-fiDeral transformation o f the state discussed above - which 

Ih,i.r, .£rocess, i.! 
actually becomes less and less realistic to try to theorize the interna-

relations bet;veeri .. 
if we take the twO processes together over the whole period, we must 
say that what looks to the naked eye like an unprecedented concen-
trating of power in the hands of the state apparatus (as certain func-
tions are centralized as neve r before) is simultaneously a dramatic 
disaggregation of social functions and social power, between public and 
private spheres. I' 

Clearly, the trick here, as this overall shift takes place, is to keep 
our eye on both political spheres which emerge (that is, public and 
private), otherwise we will assume that what we are seeing is simply 
a shift from empire to states-system, which could safely be treated 
purely in its external aspect. In the public political sphere this is indeed 
the form o f the shift. And if we watch only that external. public sphere, 
it would then seem that we could theorize the international syste m 
by listing the differentia specifica of a slales-system as compared with an 
empire, and understand its properties sui gmeris as those of a narchy. 
This is the path of realism. But it ignores the changing structural 
definition and content of 'the political'. And its effect is precisely to 
ocdude the distinctive character of modern internatio nal power. 

T 
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For it is this formal disjuncture (between public and private polit-
ical realms) which explains part of the paradox of sovereignty: why 
it is both more absolute in its 'purely political' prerogatives than other 
historical forms of rule, and yet highly ambiguous as a measure of 
actual power. J t explains how we can see simultaneously an enhanced 
territorial differentiation between states together with an unprec-
edented porousness a nd interdependence. 18 

Viewed in this way, it becomes increasingly apparent that in re-
alism reality is standing on its head. Realists tell us that the modern 
international political system is different because it is a states-system 
organized by anarchy rather than an empire organized by centralized 
command. However, if the above discussion is sound, then, to be true, 
this statement needs to be turned right way up. I.! 
modern international different because it is a states-s:tstem; 

2';!Q: 
'politics' is different. And the surest way to mlsunderstandmg here 
is preCisefyt:l1e attempt to theorize this difference in abstraction from 
the historically specific kind of society which produces this form of 
politics. For the form itself is not inert or neutral, but rather suffused 
with determinations deriving from its capitalist character. 

Once this point is seen, we can (and will) go on to explore the 
distinctive properties of this social form of geopolitics - induding the 
character of anarchy. But if empire is taken to mean the expansion 
of political command beyond the territory of the originating commu-
nity in order to accumulate resources from outside, then the last thing 
this portends is the end of empire. Rather it means that the exercise 
of imperial power, like domestic social power, will have two linked 
aspects: a public political aspect which concerns the management of 
the states-system, and a private political aspect which effects the 
extraction and relaying of surpluses. 19 It means the rise of a new kind 
of empire: the empire of civil society.20 

Political lmplicatums of Sovereign!? 

It has just been suggested that what we witness in the emergence of 
the modern states-system is actually the development of a new form 
of imperial power characteristic of a fundamentally new kind of (capi-
talist) social structure. It was also implied that a theoretical under-
standing of con temporary international relations would therefore have 
to encompass both the public political and the private political as-
pects of international power which emerge in the modern period. 
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This may seem to invite the charge that we have done no more than 
reinvent the wheel. For each of these aspects, public political and 
private political, has its own specificities: military, legal and territorial 
for the one; and civil, profit·seeking and transnational for the other. 
Moreover, they are largely carried out by identifiably distinct actors: 
states and private corporations. And therefore has not the work of 
international political economy already produced the necessary re· 
formulation by posing the discipline in terms of the interaction of 
states and markets? 

The answer must be negative. For assuming the separation of politics 
and economics as a starting point in this way is not a theoretically 
innocent assumption. It is to assume the automatic reproduction of 
the particular human social relations which bring about and sustain 
this institutional separation. And we cannot assume this, partly be-
cause these relations have not obtained for most of history, perhaps 
more importantly because there still large areas of humanity where 
they do not obtain; but mainly because even where they do obtain, 
they are continually being contested. Much of the content of inter-
national relations, past and present, is the outcome of continuous 
struggle over the reproduction of these capitalist social relations. If 
we assume their reproduction, then we exclude from our account the 
very human agency and historical proass we are trying to recover as 
the basis of the socia] world. We see that world not as the daily outcome 
of definite social relations between real living individuals, but as the 
timeless clash of disembodied socia] forms: the remorseless grinding 
of the balance of power, the ghostly motions of the invisible hand. 

But this is to imply that, in some way parallel to the earlier ex-
ample of the miners' strike, the sovereign form of the states-.rystem is 
itself the object and outcome of snuggle and contestation. \oVhat could 
this mean? 

Consider the fate of the New International Economic Order 
(NIEOV' From the mid 1970s, emboldened by the example of OPEC, 
a large group of Third World governments (organized as the Group 
of 77) used their numerical majority in the General Assembly of the 
United Nations to press through demands for a reform of the inter-
national economy. In '974 the General Assembly adopted a 'Charter 
of Economic Rights and Duties of States' which included provisions 
for linking commodity prices to prices of manufacture, the expropria-
tion of foreign investments, increased controls on the activities of 
multinationals, and so on. Here, then, was an attempt to challenge 
the separation of politics and economics, the separation which ena-

1 , 
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bled the private dimension of the relationship between \\'estern and 
Third ""'orld societies to count as non-political. Of course, majority 
votes in the General Assembly have no binding force, and the cam-
paign for the NIEO failed for a number of reasons, including disunity 
among the southern states pressing for it. The point, however, is the 
form that this failure took. 

By the mid '980s, the UN was in financial difficulties due to the 
reduction or delay of funding by disenchanted Western governments. 
Moreover, a number of the Group of 77 were now submitting them-
selves to International Monetary Fund (IMF) restructuring packages 
in exchange for debt-resche::duling agreements. Now, the negotiation 
of economic terms by indebted countries with the IMF does not count 
as a political process; none the less, it did embody a dramatic reversal . 
of the very programme which these countries had been attempting 
to advance by political means. For a prominent feature of these 
packages was a withdrawal of the state from direct control of prices 
through subsidy and tarilT - a withdrawal which effected, in principle 
at least, a new separation of politics and economics, and thereby opened 
these societies further to the world market. The geographical progress 
of this outcome among the cou ntries involved could be followed 
throughout the 1980s in the spread of what became known as 'IMF 
riots' - mass demonstrations against price increases implemented by 
governments as part of IMF restructuring packages. ByJanuary 1989, 
these had occurred in twenty-three countries.?2 

It would be hazardous to draw any substantive conclusions from 
these events. But the overall paltern of this episode is surely tOO 
suggestive to pass without comment. The Group of 77 pressed for 
further public political regulation through the UN; their defeat was 
registered in a fuiler than ever subordination to private economic 
mechanisms through the IMF. By reimposing the separation of the 
world economy from the formal political institutions of the states-
system, the West was able to restore simultaneously the private:: free-
dom of capital and the purely political sovereignty of the states-system, 
both of which were challenged by the N IEO. 

Significantly, this denouement of the 1980s coincided historically 
with a vigorous revival or both neo-liberal economic theory (and 
deregulation) and neorealist state theory (and flexing of the coercive 
militaty arm of the state). These supplanted the I970S vogue for 
'complex interdependence' and fears or international ungovernability, 
replacing them with a revived definition of the sovereign individuality 
of the state.23 
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The NIEO, however, was a comparatively minor episode. What 
was the entire Soviet experience and the Cold War which dominated 
world politics for the last four decades, if not an enormous geopo-
litical challenge to the social form of the modern states-system? The 
Soviet Union was precisely not a sovereign state, in the sense that we 
have been discussing sovereignty. It did not stand outside a distinct 
private sphere of surplus extraction. It moved in and took it over. And 
it supported other governments who did the same - who, by over-
throwing the separation of politics and economics, withdrew their 
societies from the world market, and hence from the reach of private 
Western power. This was ultimately the politicaJ content of the Cold 
War. With the best will in the world. it would be impossible to 
understand the Soviet presence in the international system in terms 
of states and markets. It was precisely an attempt to abolish both of 
them. 

Marx would have us go even further. For him, the increasingly 
global, continuously fought-over separation of politics and economics 
- meaning the actual construction of the world market and the linked 
emergence of a sovereign states-system - was the central unfinished 
theme of modern world history. In fact, for Marx it is what has 
'produced world history for the first time'.24 

Let us pause for a moment to take stock of where our argument 
has led us. We began, in accordance with the overall method of this 
work, by specifying the 'strategic relationship' of>modern Western 
society. The contrast with earlier kinds of society seemed to confirm 
that it was the distinctive character of this relationship which under-
lay or constituted the institutional differentiation of spheres we call 
economics and politics, civil society a nd the state. We a lso saw that 
this differentiation was nOt a substantive separation or 'autonomy', 
and we illustrated the structural interdependence involved, using the 
examples of the 'Winter of Discontent' and the miners' strike of 1984-
85. By this stage we had already noted the descriptive affinities benveen 
the political institutions of the society in question and the theoretical 
ambiguities of the treatment of sovereignty in IR. These affinities led 
us to merge the two in a redefinition of sovereignty as the abstracted 
social form of the state specific to (and partly constitutive 01) capitalist 
social relations. Once this connection was made, we sought to de-
velop its implications for theorizing the sovereign states-system. These 
implications were of two kinds. First, the differentiation of spheres 
provided the structural precondition for a simultaneous enhancement 
of territorial definitio n o f polities and yet deepening of material 
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integration of social reproduction across borders. This was seen 10 
give rise to a wholly new idiom of geopolitical power which we named 
'the empire of civil society'. But second, our attention to the under-
lying structural interdependence of the public and private spheres led · 
us to identify sovereignty itself as a contested social form because of 
its profound imbrication in the reproduction of these new forms of 
(private) power. Searching for manifestations of this within contem-
porary international history, we found first the NIEO, then the Cold 
War, and finally, pursuing a hint from Marx, the emergence of the 
modern international system itself 

Now, if sovereignty is redefined as a social form, and hence is£cifi.£ 
to a very lUna!:>f society, then-the consolidation of sover-

a-giobal a Ofsocii1tipbeaval ana transformation. And 
p uces e states-system in Its modern 

form, then arguably it is here - ratber than strictly in the diplomatic 
interchange benveen preconstituted states - that we shall find the real 
and continuing history of the international system. With this move, 
we have finally broken out of the realist framework for thinking about 
the origins of the sovereign states-system, and have instead linked up 
our account with the broader historical processes of social transfor-
mation involved in the making of the modern world. The agenda for 
historical research to which this points will be spelled out in a little 
more detail in the last chapter. 

The Question of Absolutist Sovereignty 

We now have a historical puzzle to solve. The emergence of the 
modern idea of sovereignty is conventionally traced to the absolutist 
monarchies of early modern Europe. This seems at first sight to 
constitute a straightforward empirical refutation of our argument. For 
it was central to the definition of absolutism as a political form that 
the monarchy was a direct and major appropriator of the surplus. It 
could nOt constitute itself as sovereign in the sense in which we have 
redefined that term because it was based not on taxing surpluses 
already extracted in a separate private sphere - the European aris-
tocracies did not pay tax - but rather on consolidating the grip of 
the state as a gigantic landord, a centralized apparatus of surplus 
extraction (on behalf of an emasculated noble class). This was a very 
distinctive political form, very different from the classic model of 
European feudali sm . Bringing it about involved many of the rigours 
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we associate with state-building: breaking the independent power of 
the nobility and the Church, maintaining standing armies, creating 
a bureaucratic apparatus, enforcing the King's law evenly across the 
territory, elaborating new diplomatic forms, and so on. In many ways 
it looks quite modern. Furthermore, it was indeed the absolutist 
monarchies who elaborated the concept of sovereignty to legitimate 
their suppression of rival cen tres of power within the state. No doubt 
for this reason, there remains within IR a broad consensus that the 
modern states-system dates from the absolutist epoch - in particular, 
from the Peace of Westphalia of 1648. What are we to make of this? 
Did the sovereign emerge with absolutism or not? 

If one defines sovereignty very broadly, then the significance of 
Westphalia is indeed considerable. Let us take Hedley Bull's definition: 

On the one hand, states assert, in relation to this territory and population, 
what may be called internal sovereignty, which means supremacy over all 
other authorities within that territory and population. On the other 
they assert what may be called external sovereignty, by which is meant not 
supremacy but independence of outside authorities.25 

Now, the terms of Westphalia were not wholly unprecedented; the 
Treaty of Augsberg in 1555 had already established a principle of agus 
regie, religio. Nor is it claimed that the treaties themselves 
plished the overall development which they recognized - that is, the 
emergence of a secular But they did mark an end to 
the religious wars of Europe; they did (much to the fury of Pope 
Innocent XU) abolish the competing political rights of the papacy in 
the territories of the states concerned; and they did undermine the 
hierarchical geopolitical structure centred on the Holy Roman Empire 
by proclaiming the freedom of the German princelings to make 
alliances.27 In Bull's broad sense, both internal and external 
eignty were recognized. However, the matter cannot rest there, for 
an intriguing inconsistency creeps into the orthodox account at this 
point. 

It is generally recognized that 'the first systematic statement of the 
theme' of sovereignty is that of Jean Bodin.28 Given this, it is perhaps 
surprising that in the discipline of IR we find so little 
discussion of the Six LifJTes de La ripublique. Indeed, for the most part 
Bodin is only ever mentioned as a prelude to invoking a far more 
familiar icon of realist accounts of sovereign ty - Thomas Hobbes. 
The inconsistency involved here cannot be seen unless we take some 
measure of the societal distance between the two formulations of 
sovereignty involved. 

1 
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An illuminating account of this distance has recent1y been advanced 
by Ellen Wood..29 Bodin's formulation was a defence of an absolutizing 
monarchy confronting a parcelJization of the state due to the persistance 
of feudal corporate forms. This reflected the structural basis of French 
absolutism: between 85 and go per cent of cultivated land was in the 
direct possession of the peasantry, with the consequence that the 
nisms of surplus extraction were heavily concentrated in the local 
jurisdictional prerogatives of the nobility, forming an immediate 
barrier to juridical centralization. 30 Bodin's argument therefore takes 
the form of a plea for a superordinate power to join together 

the corporate constituents of the polity, and especially the three Estates, 
into an organic unity, a balanced hierarchical order based on 'harmonic 
justice', the justice of 'proportional' equality among unequal corporate 
entities.3I 

This is in strong contrast to Hobbes's method, which seeks to derive 
the need for a sovereign power from the self-destructive effects of the 
liberty of individuals in a state of nature - the famous 'warre of every 
man against every man'. As Wood points out, although this response 
to the turmoil of the Civil War wears French clothing (sixteenth· and 

English thought is notable for its lack of an 
digenous tradition of theorizing about the body of the 
argument reflects the strongly divergent path of English social 
opment. For the English state did not face the same obstacles of feudal 
parcellization confronted by its French counterpart. Not only had it 
achieved effective juridical and legislative centralization at an early 
stage,'S but also the much wider direct ownership of land by the 
aristocracy facilitated a lesser dependence on jurisdictional 
isms of surplus extraction. Under these conditions, the way was more 
open for a unitary state to become not a competing form of politically 
constituted property, but rather - through the formula of the 'Crown 
in Parliament' - the public 'political' corollary of an incipient private 
'economic' mode of surplus extraction.'" 

While Wood's argument can be given only the briefest and most 
partial of summaries here, the conclusion to which it points for the 
place of Hobbes (and Westphalia) in IR theory is remarkable. For it 
suggests that insofar as the English Civil War was fought over control 
of the centralized state apparams (rather than being a contest of 
particularism and centralization) the issue was precisely not sovereignty 
in the continental sense. Rather, Hobbes uses the language of 
ereignty to elaborate what is becoming a very different problematic, 
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namely that of order in a 'purely political' state made up of legaJly 
equal individuals: 

In transplanting the idea of absolute and indivisible sovereignty to English 
conditions, Hobbes was obliged to impose it not o nJean Bodin's collection 
of 'families, colleges, o r corporate bodies' but on Sir Thomas Smith's 
'muhitude of free me n collected together' in a u nitary state. This did not 
mean that H obbes's conception of sovereignty was any less absolute than 
Bodin's. If anYlhing, it seems even more unlimited and uncompromising, 
perhaps because no corporate mediations stand between the individual 
and the sovereign state." 

More absolute precisely because it was not absolutist? Here, surely, 
we begin to pick up echoes o f the modern form of sovereignty dis-
cussed earlier in th is chaptel". 

But what has all this to do with \-Vestphalia? Quite simply this: one 
major state '-\f3.S not represented at that Europe-wide convocation of 
powers - England. And yet it was Hobbes's England, not Bodin's 
France, which was to go on to play the leading role in extending the 
sovereign form of rule beyond Europe and defining the institutional 
form of the global states-system of today - England, follo\ved by the 
United States, a n even more thoroughgoing liberal polity, even fur-
ther removed from the spirit of Westphalia. As Sayer puts it: 

a political form that was, much later, to become genera l throughout Europe 
(and the world), was sucessfully pioneered (here) rather earlier than ebe-
where.36 

Could it be, then , that when we talk about sovereignty in IR we are 
really, without being fu lly aware of it, assuming this new and very 
special form of state - even if we hold formally, with Bull, to the 
absolutist definition? Certainly this would help explain the ambiguity 
of the term in IR. For the concept of sovereignty, which under 
absolutism really did add up to a kind of despotism , now means 
something else which the absolutist (and hence by extension realist) 
doctrine of sove reignty eQuid never g rasp.31 It might also explain why 
we do nOt read Bodin. 

But in that case, we should also be somewhat sceptical of the 
orthodox claim that the modern states-system came into being in 
.648 - or ' 7'3, 15 ' 5, '494, much less the maverick '4'4. An absolutist 
states-system was initialled at \Vestphalia. But this is not modern 
politics. To dellne the state in absolutist terms is to miss the specificity 
of 'purely political ' institutio ns under capitalism. Modern sovereignty 
is only allowed to be so absolute because it involves restricting much 
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more closely what is to count as the legitimate domain of politics. To 
miss this is, in Augustine Thierry's words, to 'lack the comprehension 
and sentiment of great social transformations' - which for Thierry 
at any rate was such a powerful lever of sociological insight. 

Historicizing the Balance of Power 

As we round this bend of ou r argument, something else comes into 
view, something which perhaps ought to have been visible all along. 
It was hinted earlier that a comparison might be d rawn between the 
'invisible hand' of the market and the balance of power. At that point 
the suggestion was that both of these phenomena appeared as im-
personal, 'automatic' mechanisms needing to be translated back into 
the historically specific social relations which give rise to them, in 
order to rediscover the human agency which must lie at the heart of 
the social world. It was not noted at the time that this suggestion flies 
in the face of conventional wisdom about the balance of power, which 
understands the latter precisely as an automatic function of a plurality 
of competing decision-making centres in the absence of superordinate 
coercive power - a necessary function, that is, of a narchy. On this 
view, the eme rgence of a balance of power under such c ircumstances 
derives from a timeless logic, of which history provides me rely iUus· 
[rations. T h is, theflns et origo, if ever there was one, of realist theory, 
has always seemed unsatisfying and suspicious to its critics - not so 
much in its internal logic (the mathematics is flawless, even if the 
exponen ts of game theory have pressed it to absurd lengths) but rathe r 
with respect to how much it does not tell us, or illuminate, about the 
balance o f power as a h istorical institution. Yet the problem a lways 
was: what else is there to say about it? We now have the beginnings 
of an answer to this problem. 

If the line of argument developed in this chapter is valid. then the 
balance of power is not just Ilk the invisible hand. It is its other half, 
the equivalent in the public political realm of the alienated social 
form of the invisible hand in the private political realm of ' the 
economy'. This can be seen more clearly once we recognize that 
whal is distinctive about the modern balance of power is actually IWI 
the p lurality of armed actors. It cannot be that, for history is awash 
with geopolitical systems which fit this criterion. The twenty-odd taifO 
kingdoms which emerged from the eleventh-century break-up of the 
Caliphate of Cordoba spent aver three hundred years wheeling and 
dealing their way into oblivion - weaving, no doubt, a moving tapestry 
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of aliiance, calculation and counter-alliance which'would gladden the 
heart of any game theorist. During the Hundred Years' War, Edward 
III played his hand of coalitions with a cynicism and manipulative 
skill that might have made Machiavelli blush.38 Yet these cases - and 
the many hundred others like them - are rarely, if ever, discussed in 
IR. Why? 

Perhaps the answer is that the modern balance of power is indeed 
different from either the grasping of empire or the contending of 
princes. And what is so distinctive about it is not the number of players. 
It is its impersonality, its emptiness, its abstraction, its anonymity, its 
almost scientific technic ism. Indeed, this mechanical quality was an 
object of fascination for Enlightenment observers; it encouraged 
discussion of a political arithmetic of equipoise, and suggested the 
spread of Newtonian reason to the affairs of states. 

By contrast, feudal geopolitics was anything but impersonal: it 
revolved around personal (dynastic) claims to property in land, and 
wars were fough t by armies levied through ties of personal allegiance. 
While everyone, no doubt, calculated his own advantage, there was 
no sense in stabilizing the system territorially through a military 
balance, for war and political expansion were a major mechanism of 
surplus appropriation. This reflected feudal relations of production 
in which economic ownership and political jurisdiction were fused in 
the heritable fief Just as there was no sense of the state standing 
outside, over against civil society, so too there was no abstraction of 
the geopolitical system. In feudalism we find not an impersonal balance 
of power compelling its members to adjust levels of military prepar-
edness internally, but rather a militarily defined struggle over sur-
pluses expressed in the form of territorial competition between political 
units. In feudalism, the last thing anyone wanted was a balance: that 
wou ld have stopped the game. 

For contemporary capitalist societies, however, war p lays a differ-
ent role because imperial processes of expansion (or, rather, those 
connected directly with surplus extraction) are now accomplished 
principally in the private sphere. Under lhese circumstances, war and 
military competition in general become instrumenlS for managing 
the international public political realm - which is itself now empty 
of the material sources of wealth that used to be the object of war, 
namely property in tied labour, trading monopolies, and so on. 

As a result of this emptying out, when modern Western states 
contend it is nOt because one has what another wants - like Louis 
xrv enviously eying the Dutch monopoly in Baltic shipping; they 
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contend over public poliq, that is, over the collective, linked organiza-
tion of public international and private transnational spheres. Ad-
vanced capitalist states do resort to military means in order to prosecute 
policy, where this is judged necessary. But because the use of military 
force is no longer itself the means of surplus appropriation, it, too, 
takes on a 'pure', 'technical' character, in line \vith the abstracted, 
sovereign form of the state as a whole. 

The balance of power is a pressure system which shows an un-
mixed, 'purely political' aspect to the world. By this is meant that the 
immediate goals pursued through it are not plunder of wealth or 
territorial expansion, but rather the bending of other states to one's 
own will. The pursuit of power does not come any purer than this. 
As Morgenthau famously put it, 'statesmen think and act in terms 
of interest defined as power. '39 But this purity is not a funclion of some 
timeless essence of statehood. The 'pure' power of the political sci-
entists, the medium of the balance of power, is in fact the power of 
the 'purely political' state, the sovereign state, the state which stands 
outside production and is therefore abstracted from the particularities 
of civil society - in short, the capitalist state. 

But for what purposes should one state wish to bend others to its 
will if it is not going to invade and p lunder them? \\That is all the 
power-mongering.fOr?There is simply no answer to this question unless 
one can point to those political functions which have been shuffled 
off into the private sphere, where the business of surplus extraction 
now takes p lace. But realist IR has t'ovice forbidden itself to look in 
this direction; once, because the private sphere is formally non-
political, and a second time because it subsists in the domestic realm. 
This is why, whenever realism tries to theorize the international 
system, it can see only an empty, purely political struggle for domi-
nation. The fruits of power lie elsewhere. All that breaks surface in 
the public political sphere is the mechanics of domination; and no 
amount of mapping the patterns and rehearsing the internal logic of 
these mechanics will ever tell us either what the balance of power is 
about at any given poim, or why modern geopolitics assumes this 
distinctive, impersonal form. In this sense, strange as it may sound, 
and precisely because it takes it for granted, realism has no theor.;' of the 
balance of power. Since realism has been known to rest its entire claim 
to authority on the assertion that the balance of power is the only 
international theory possible, this is a remarkable failure.«I 

Yet a theory of the balance of power must be able to do more than 
identify the historicaUy specific character of the states making up a 
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geopolitical system. To say simply that the goals of geopolitical com-
petition lie outside the formally d emarcated sphere of geopolitics is 
to give a hostage to fortune. For such a claim might reinforce further 
the notion of a discrete logic operating within that realm, irrespective 
of the ends to which policy is turned. Thus if we truly wish to lay 
the ghost of realism, we have not only to insist that a full understand-
ing of the international system requires us [ 0 look beyond the realm 
of the purely political; we have also to show that the abstracted 
competitive logic which haunts the purely Political sphere, a logic 
which seems to derive precisely from the absence of society, is itself 
a social form whose surface appearance bel ies the reality of what it 
accomplishes. We need, in short, a social theory o f anarchy. 

Karl Marx's Theory of Anarchy 
An Unexpecud Discovery 

It is often remarked that the same absolute character of the sover-
eignty of the modern state which is the foundation of order wiJhin 
national borders simultaneously dictates the persistence of an external 
conditio n of anarchy among states. "''here no higher authority is 
recognized, a n underlying 'war of all against all', whether violent or 
not, must endure. Against those who condemn this arrangement as 
a chaos which must be mastered, two points in particular are usually 
urged. First, it is suggested that the condition oT anarchy does not 
actually promote the random behaviour o f states. Rather, it gives rise 
spontaneously to a distinctive, d ecen tralized form of regulation -
namely the balance of power - which tightly constrains the mult ilat-
eral relations of states like an objective law of their existence. Despite 
having no centralized agency of enforcement, this regulation continu-
ously 'socializes' states into the common norms and practices of the 
states-system. Second, the defenders of anarchy point out that the 
only conceivable a lternative to this dispersed form of authority would 
be its centralization in a world state (or empire); and since this g lobal 
Leviathan could exist only by overriding the sovereign independe nce 
of individual states (a nd with it the self-determination of nations) it 
would perforce consititute a kind of global despotism. In this respect, 
th e balance of power, by automatically producing coalitions against 
hegemonial pretenders, preserves the states-system and wit h it the 
liberty of the individual states. Such are the differentia speci/ica of 'the 
international ', properties which d istinguish this environment from the 
society which exists in the domestic 
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It migh t therefore come as something of a surprise to a student 

of IR, innocently leafing his or h er way through the pages of Volume 
I of Capital, to encounter the follO\ving set of reflections: 

Division of labour within /he workshop implies the undisputed authority of 
the capitalist over men .... The division of labour within socit[y brings into 
contact independent producers of commodities, who acknowledge no 
authority other than that of competition, of the coercion exerled by the 
pressure of their reciprocal inlerests,just as in the animal kingdom the 'war 
of all against all' more or less preserves the conditions of existence of every 
species. The same bourgeois consciousness which celebrates the division 
of labour in the workshop ... denounces with equal vigour every conscious 
altempt to control and regulate the process of production socially as an 
inroad upon such sacred things as the rights of property, freedom and the 
self-determining 'genius' of the individual capitalist. It is very characteristic 
that the enthusiastic apologists of the factory system have nothing more 
damning to urge against a gene.·al organization of labour in society than 
that it would turn the whole of society into a factory ... in the society where 
the capitalist mode of production prevails, .. narchy in the social division 
of labour and despotism in the manufacturing division of labour mutually 
condition each olher.n 

What would make this passage doubly arresting is perhaps not just 
the uncanny detail of the parallels between the condition of states and 
[he condition of firms - internal authority coupled with external 
anarchy, the Hobbesian state of nature, the nexus of competition, 
equilibrium and freedom, even the nightmare vision of a world state/ 
factory. Rather, diligent readers of Capital would have another, more 
compelling reason to linger over the passage quoted above. For they 
would recall that the anarchy in production to which Marx refers is 
not only central to his whole conception of capitalism as a kind of 
society - 'The point of bourgeois society', he says in a famous letter 
to Kugelmann, 'consists precisely in this, that a PrWri there is no 
conscious, social regulation of production'43 - it is a lso, a lbeit under 
a different heading, the subject of detailed theoretical exposition in 
the earlier chapters of the work. The remarkable parallels between 
the condition of states and the condition of firms have not gone 
unnoticed in orthodox IR. For the most part, h owever, they have 
been used to legitimate either a conception of anarchical syslems sui 
grow, o r the importing of theoretical frameworks from neoclassical 
economics inlo IR Since the re exists such a powerful meth-
odological as well as substantive contrast between these idioms and 
that of Marx's social theory, the question naturally arises whether an 
elaboration of Marx's theory of anarchy in production might suggest 
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an a lternative way of understanding the interaction of states which 
we call anarchical. 

The case may be stated more broadly than this, however. For if 
there is an overall historical schema in Marx's oeuvre, then it is arguably 
not that of the succession of five modes of production so often inferred 
from The Communist Manifesw and the '1859 Preface', with its sugges-
tion of the transhistorical continuity of class struggle. U Rather, in Capilal 
Volume 1 (and in the Grundrisse, which includes Marx's longest dis-
cussion of precapitalist the emphasis is much more on the 
discontinuity of modern world history, the fundamental rupture with 
all previous forms of human society which capitalism is held to 
comprise. Nor is this discontinuity registered in terms of a new pitch 
of social oppression contrasting with the more humane modes of society 
which went before.·? Its characteristic formulation strikes a quite 
different note: 

Relationships of personal dependence ... are the first forms of socielY, in 
which human productivity develops only to a limited extent and at isolated 
points. Personal independence based upon dependence mediaUd by things 
is the second great form, and only in it is a system of general social ex-
change of mauer, a system of universal universal requirements 
and universal capacities, formed." 

'Dependence mediated by things' constrasts here with all earlier forms 
of soc ial organization, which rested 'on blood ties, or on primeval, 
natural or master-servant slave relations'.ig In place of 'direct rela-
tions of domination and we now see an unending 'col-
lision of unfettered individuals who are determined only by their own 
interests ... the mutual repulsion and attraction of free individuals'.)' 
However, as Marx almost immediately goes o n to warn, this new 
conditio n does not mark the abolition of relations of dependence. It 
constitutes rather 'the dissolution of these relations into a general 
form', a structural dispersal as a result of which they now 'confront 
the individual ... as external necessity'.52 With this shift from person-
alized domination to impersonal necessity as the organizing 'form of 
social connectedness' we enter the paradoxical world of anarchy in 
which, to borrow Wight'S characterization of the international anar-
chy, social 'action is most regularly necessitous'53 - despite (or pre-
cisely because of) the fact that it remains formally uncoordinated by 
any overarching authority. 

Whether or not this COntrast suppresses the historical diversity of 
human socie tit!s (as Sayer suggests5i), its relevance to IR theory should 
be apparent. For Capital, as is well-known, contains no theory of the 
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state, no explicit account of 'the relation of the different forms of the 
state to the different economic structures of This is gen· 
erally taken to rule out the possibility of a Marxian theory of inter· 
national relations, where the requirement is to explain nOt the 
exploitative relations between persons and classes, but rather the 
anarchical relations between states. Yet in the passages cited above 
we seem to have a contrast which installs anarchy - conceived not 
as a technical feature of the economy but as a constitutive social form 
_ as centralIa Marx's overall conception of capitalist modernity. And 
while realism argues that an anarchical order will always be some-
thing less than a 'real' society in the traditional sense (m eaning one 
raised Qu t of the state of nature by the operation of superordinate 
government), the implication of Marx's account seems to be that this 
anarchical order is a lready much more than a society in the tradi-
tional sense. 

It might be argued that such a contrast does not entail the pos-
sibility of a Marxian theory of anarchy, because the single term 
'anarchy' is being used to describe distinct phenomena in the two 
cases: the bare fact of independent, competing units in the realist 
case, as against some much more specific condition in that of Marx. 
This involves us in a methodological question which Marx addresses 
direcdy in the 'General Introduction' of 1857, and it m ay therefore 
be worth recalling his discussion 

In Marx's discussion , the category in question was 'labour in 
general', a deceptively simple abstraction which provided one of the 
conceptual foundations for the tradition of classical political economy. 
This abstraction was derived as a straightforward generalization: all 
acts of production must involve labour (though in practice its form 
differs in each case); therefore labour is 3 general precondition of all 
production. For Marx, the objection to such a method lay partly in 
the fact that it was doomed to barren circularity: 

There are characteristics which all stages of production have in common, 
and which are established as general ones by the mind; but the so-called 
general cQndUioru of all production are nothing more than these abstract 
moments with which no real historical stage of production can be grasped.)' 

Beyond this, however, the abstraction 'labour' as a descriptive gen-
eralization across history not only ignored differences between modes 
of production, it a lso persistently obscured the way in which the 
abstraction of labour as an actuaisocial process (which in turn forms the 
historical condition of being able to think the category 'labour in 
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general') is unique to capitalism. In this society the abstraction of 
useful labour, its reduction to a homogenous 'abstract labour', is a 
key mechanism of social reproduction, and one which differentiates 
this society from all others: 

The simplest abstraction, then, which modern economics places at the 
head of its discussions, and which expressesan immeasurably ancient relation 
valid in all forms of society, nevertheless achieves practical truth as an 
abstraction only as a category of the most modern 

There are likewise two senses in which the term anarchy may be 
applied to the modern international system. First, that system lacks 
superordinate government. But this has almost always been true. There 
has never actually been a world government, so there has always been 
an element of 'Thucydidean realism'. However, this very general point 
(like ' labour in general') is routinely conAated with a second sense of 
the term anarchy: when it is used to denote the dynamics of power 
characterizing the modern states-system. For what distinguishes the 
modern form of geopolitical power is not that it is exercised by a 
plurality of independent units (anarchy in general), but that it no 
longer embodies personalized relations of domination (which cancel 
the forma! independence of the dominated), being impersonal, me-
diated by things. It is this structural shift which explains why me units 
are no longer empires but bordered, sovereign states. This anarchy, 
anarchy as a structurally specific social form, is persistently obscured 
by being conRated with the transhistorical generalization 'anarchy in 
general'. So mystifying was the concept of 'labour in general' (obscur-
ing even, or perhaps especially, the historicity of its own formulation) 
that Marx's eventual discovery of 'abstract labour' as a real historical 
form appeared, in Engels's words, 'like a thunderbolt out of a clear 
blue sky'. But Marx's method here, the deciphering of the historicity 
of concepts, is fit for wider use. And we must turn it now on the realist 
concept of anarchy. 

Tiu C[u" BIuz SIg 

Where, then, do we find 'the anarchical society' in me work of Marx? 
It is to be found principally in part one of Volume Iof Capital, where 
the analysis of the commodity as a social form is initiated.MI There 
we encounter a community made up of isolated individuals who secure 
their diverse material needs and desires by exchanging the products 
of their own private labour with those of others. This recourse is 
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dictated by the conjunction of a significant division of labour with 
the private character of their production (which renders each indi-
vidual the proprietor of all he produces). Individuals therefore are 
constrained to produce social use-values for the purpose of exchange: 
that is, they secure their own subsistence by producing commodities. 

This immediately distinguishes this community from most socie-
ties known to history. For as a rule the process of production is directly 
social: the total labour carried on by the society is organized through 
personal relations of dependence which authorize command over 
labour and its product.6O Here, however, such relations are not to be 
found, and seem to be ruled out by the formal equality and independ-
ence of individual proprietors. Yet aU collectivities with any degree 
of division of labour must have some means of co-ordinating their 
divided labours in order to accomplish the overall task of social 
reproduction. As Marx put it, 'this necessity of distributing social labour 
in definite proportions cannot be done away with by the particularform 
of social production, but can only change the form it assumes.' 61 How, 
then, do the private labours of these individuals become social? How 
are they assimilated into (and in turn organized by) the overall labour 
of collective reproduction? Or, to recall the formulation current within 
the problematic of IR: in what way do they constitute a society?62 The 
answer is that in this case the private labours of individuals become 
social only through the exchange of products as commodities. And 
this in turn gives a unique role to exchange-value as a central mecha-
nism of overall social co-ordination: 

the form in which this proportional division of labour operates, in a state 
of society where the interconnection of social labour is manifested in the 
prWou txdiQ1VJt of the individual products of labour, is precisely the exthiJ1lf11 
value of these products." 

Thus, where other collectivities constitute themselves as societies 
through direct (personalized) relations of authority, this one is repro-
duced through exchange relations between things. 

This mediation of human social relations by exchange relations 
between things has three principal effects. First, it depersonalizes the 
processes of social reproduction such that the individual confronts his 
material incorporation into society in the form of external, quanti-
fiable relations between the prices of things. 

Second, because the exchange-value of a commodity is not inher-
ent in it but is rather a function of the totality of relations among the 
whole world of commodities, the actual mechanism which determines 
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price and hence organizes the distribution of social wealth is not under 
the control of any individual. It is alienated onto a dispersed or 
anarchical property of the society as a whole - the market. How this 
mechanism operates 'behind the backs of the producers'M to bring 
order to their collective labours is truly a thing of wonder. For it can 
have no substance apart from their active relations with each other, 
and yet it reflects that collective agency back to them in the form of 
an automatic, impersonal movement: 

It has been said and may be said that this is precisely the beauty and the 
greatness of it: this spontaneous, this material and mental metabolism 
which is independent of the knowing and willing of individuals, and which 
presupposes their reciprocal independence and indifference.f,) 

Finally, the perceptual corollary of this linked objectification and 
alienation is a rt:current mystification of the processes of social life 
in the minds of their authors, an unavoidable tendency to lose the 
constitutive social relations between persons beneath the price rela-
tions between commodities which mediate them and are their only 
visible expression - commodity fetishism: 66 

Their own movement within society has for them the form of a movement 
made by things, and these things, far from being under their control, in 
fact control them." 

Marx has some striking observations to make about the connec-
tion between the role played by the exchange of things in this an-
archical order and the bases of individual human freedom. This 
connection centrt:s on the formal character of the act of exchange 
itself, which makes no distinction of status or right between the actors 
involved. On the contrary, 

As far as the formal character is concerned, there is absolutely no distinc-
tion between them .... Each of the subjecl$ is an exchanger, Le. each has 
the same social relation towards the other that the other has towards him. 
As subjects of exchange, their relation is therefore that of UJuaiig.w 

The variety of specialized labours in which individuals are en-
gaged, which might be expected to endanger this equality, in fact only 
reinforces it by compelling all producers to enter continuously into 
acts of exchange which posit their mutual formal equaJity.6'1 More-
over, because the individuals involved do not simply take what they 
want by forct:, but rather implicitly recognize one another each as 
the sovereign proprietor of the product of his own labour/o they also 
thereby posit each other as ..fru, formally not subordinate to the will 
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of another. This line of reasoning is pressed to a startling climax: 

Equality and freedom are thus not only respected in exchange based on 
exchange values but, also, the exchange of exchange values is the produc-
tive, real basis of all UJua/ity and.frudom. As pure ideas they are merely the 
idealized expressions of this basis; as developed injuridical, political, social 
relations, they are merely this basis to a higher power." 

One further dimension of these relations may be noted here. The 
formal properties of the act of exchange as positing equality and 
independence may be seen as constitutive of the distinctively modern 
conception of 'the individuaJ'. For as Marx elsewhere observes, far 
from being the natural starting point of social evolution, part of the 
explanans of social theory, this individual, apparently existing in 'dot-
like isolation'12 is a historical outcome: 

The more deeply we go back into history, the more does the individual 
... appear as dependent, as belonging to a greater whole .... Only in the 
eighteenth century, in 'civil society', do the various forms of social 
connectedness confront the individual as a mere means towards his private 
purposes, as external necessity. n 

The above discussion suggests that the organization of social re-
production via exchange relations does not simply accord greater 
recognition to individual rights. It actually constitutes the individual 
as a novel social form. Take away the anarchical form of regulation, 
and the individual as ideal must go with it; for then the members of 
the society must submit once mort: to dirt:ct relations of domination. 7. 
The predominance of exchange relations thus actively creates the 
boundaries around the person which other societies do not recognize. 
As Marx puts it: 

The less social power the medium of exchange possesses ... the greater 
must be the power of the community which binds the individuals together, 
the patriarchical relation, the community of antiquity, feudalism and the 
guild system ... . Each individual possesses social power in the form of a 
thing. Rob the thing of this social power and you must give it to persons 
to exercise over persons. n 

Personal independence (hence the category of the individual) is based 
on relations of dependence (individuals depend upon mutual exchange) 
mediated through things (the exchange relations established between 
their commodities). 

Here, then, we have an anarchical society: the plurality of inde-
pendent individuals; the lack of superordinate direction; the emer-
gence none the less of an impersonal mechanism of social organization 
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which lies beyond the control of individuals; the paradoxical role of 
this collective alienation as the basis of individuaJ freedom; and the 
peculiar objectified form in which individuals confront their relations 
with each other. 

Now let us look again at the parallel conception of anarchy en-
countered in IR. It clearly belongs to the same genus: the plurality 
of sovereign independent states lacking superordinate direction; the 
emergence none the less of impersonal mechanisms of social organi-
zation (the balance of power and the invisible hand of the market) 
which escape the command of individual states; the paradoxical role 
of this collective aJienation as the precondition of sovereign independ-
ence; and the novel forms of internationaJ power which characterize 
such an order. 

This similarity points to a remarkable implication. For orthodox 
IR, as we saw in chapter I , claims to be founded upon the opposition 
between realism and ideaJism. And yet it now appears that these two, 
far from being opposites, are actually variations on this single theme 
of anarchy, emphasizing respectively its public and private articula-
tion. Cobden predicted that the triumph of free trade would enable 
the reversion of the international environment to a municipal form 
of government,11> Palmerston insisted, against Cobden, upon the 
efficacy of the balance of power.11 In this they advanced against each 
other the claims of rival, differentiated public and private political 
spheres. But it is striking that the mechanisms they invoked (the invisible 
hand and the balance of power) bore the same stamp for all that -
namely that of personal independence based on dependence medi-
ated by things. And the pragmatic interdependence of these mecha-
nisms was clearly recognized on both sides. Cobden and Bright saw 
non-intervention as the other side of free trade - 'God's diplomacy', 
Cobden called it. 78 But, arguably, Palmerston himself saw free trade 
(and the consolidation of the liberal political institutions which went 
with it) as a necessary condition of the doctrine of non-intervention, 
and hence of the organization of the international system through a 
bala nce of power.19 In fact it was the memorable boast of the British 
state in the age of Palmerston that it gloried in the anarchy of both 
spheres. Two quotations from that ebullient statesman will perhaps, 
in their combination, serve to make the point: 

\Vhy is the earth on which we live divided into zones and climates? Why, 
I ask, do different countries yield different productions to people experi-
encing similar wants? \Vhy are they intersected with mighty rivers - the 
natural highways of nations? Why are lands the most distant from each 
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other, brought almost into contact by the very ocean which seems to divide 
them? Why, Sir, it is that man may be dependent upon man. It is that the 
exchange of commodities may be accompanied by the extension and 
diffusion of knowledge ... multiplying and confirming friendly relations. 
It is, that commerce may freely go forth,l eading civilization with one hand, 
and peace with the other, to render mankind happier, wiser, better.eo 

Therefore I say that it is a narrow policy to suppose that this country or 
that is to be marked out as the eternal ally or the perpetual enemy of 
England. We have no eternal allies, and we have no perpetual enemies. 
Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those interests it is our duty 
to follow." 

Here we see adopted, as the very watchword of foreign policy, that 
presupposition of 'reciprocal independen ce and indifference' which 
Marx noted above as fundamental to his anarchical society. 

Now, if the invisible hand and the balance of power are not the 
stark opposites which they are often presented as being, this suggests 
that their doctrinal antagonism, consolidated in the disciplinary oppo-
sition of liberal utopianism and political realism, might be equally 
misleading. 87 Although it coloured the language of British foreign policy 
debates throughout the nineteenth century, the contrast none the less 
reflects an oscillation wholly internal to the problematic of an emer-
gent liberal international order. Given this, it is hardly suprising that 
these anarchical themes have a definite historical anchorage. Far from 
being t imeless, they emerge in the course of the eighteenth century, 
and their development is anticipated as the geopolitical corollary of 
the broader social transformation which \ve associate with the emer-
gence and spread of capitalism as a kind of society. 

The ThunderboLt 

Thus far, liberaJism. Yet Marx's unravelling of these social forms has 
only JUSt begun.8) For despite its appearance as a presocial state of 
nature, this anarchy entails a very advanced form of society, in which 
the direct producer is separated from the means of subsistence and 
obliged to sell his or her labour-power as a commodity in exchange 
for money-wages: 

Only where wage-labour is its basis does commodity·production impose 
itself on society as a whole; but it is also true that only there does it unfold 
all its hidden potemialities." 

Thus Marx 's anarchical society reviewed above has no historical 
existence except on the basis of wage-labour. Wage-labour, however, 
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as we know from our previous discussion, is the strategic relationship 
of capitalist society. GeneraJized commodity·production, it turns out, 
is thus not the idyllic precursor of capitalist society: iJ is its surfaufonn. 

Let us loo k a little fu':ther into this. In the previous section, we 
noted that individual freedom consists in not being formally subor-
dinated to the will of another, a condition avoided by relating to othe rs 
through the exchange of things. In addition, mutual recognition of 
property (mean ing he re the ownership of things) was in turn the basis 
of equality in the relatio n of exchange. Now we are told that human 
labour-power (whose expenditure previously established the owner· 
ship of the things p roduced) has itself assumed the social form of a 
' thing' (that is, has been commodified). And as we work through the 
implications of this new fact, we see, before our very eyes, the 'laws 
based on the production and circulation of commodities become 
changed into their direct opposite through their own internal and 
inexorable dialectic. 'S} 

First, anyone who relates to another through the alienation of this 
thing in exchange has contracted to make himself subordinate to the 
will o f another, since labour power as a commodity is not physically 
separable from the living activity of its owner. Thus we have an 
exchange relation which entails (albeit beneath the realm of circula-
lion where the exchange takes place) precisely what relations medi· 
ated by things were supposed to avoid: direct relations of power by 
one person over another. At the same time, the law of property which 
was the bulwark of equality at the anarchical surface now sanctifies 
the right of the new owner of this commodity to consume it as his 
own. But consuming labou r-power means setting it to work in pro-
duction. And labour power, conjoined with the means of production, 
can be made to produce a greater sum of values than comprise the 

of its reproduction. (This is indeed the only reason for purchasing 
It m . the first place.) So long as th is holds good, the formally equal 
relation between buye r and seller of [his commodity, though they 
exchange equal values, becomes one of actual appropriation. Fo r the 
product of labour no lo nger belongs to the direct producer but rather 
to th e owner of the commodity whose consumption produced it. 'The 
separation of property from labour thus becomes the necessary con. 
sequence of a law that apparently origi nated in their identity.'M 

So anarchy is based on 'dependence mediated by things' - hence 
both its impersonality and the new forms of freedom and subjectivity 
a ssociated with it. But, in turn, 'dependence mediated by things' is 
based on the commodification of labour-power, a strategic relation-
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ship between the direct producer and the owner of the conditions of 
production - in short, a relation of surplus extraction - hence the new 
forms of social power. 

When this is first realized, it might seem to imply that the play 
of anarchy is mere appearance, 'the surface process, beneath which, 
however, in the depths, entirely different processes go on, in which 
this apparent individual equality and liberty Should we 
therefore ignore it, and concentrate on the underlying processes? To 
do so would be to miss the real power of Marx's social theory. For 
if, instead, we now reverse the direction of our explanation and work 
our way back up from 'the depths' to 'the surface', we find that in 
this society relations of exchange between things (anarC:hy) are not the 
opposite of relations of domination and appropriation between per-
sons (hierarchy): they are the social form through which this kind of 
hierarchy is reproduced." As Isaac Rubin put it: 

Marx did not only show that human relations were veiled by relations 
between things, but rather that, in the commodity economy, social produc-
lion relations inevitably took the form of things and could not be expressed 
except through things." 

Thus when Saint-Simon anticipated that 'The government of men 
would give way to the administration of things',to he was at best only 
half right. What capitalist society has actually given us is more like 
the government of men through the administration of things. When 
social relations are routed through things in this way, those things 
themselves become su ffused with social determinations. Marx calls 
this the secret of the commodity. What is then required is a theory 
which can show us the actual social relations between persons which 
underlie this form without tither abbreviating their sociology to the 
visible relations between things or denying the effectivity of the an-
archical character of their reproduction. For this reason, vulgar Marxist 
attempts to play down the importance of anarchy because it seems 
to dilute the explanatory power of 'class' are as wide of the mark as 
their inverse: the liberal or realist apprehension of anarchical liberties 
at face value. In the end, a class analysis of anarchy needs also to 
embrace the anarchical constitution of class. This is the unique 
achievement of Marx's theory of value, which is grounded in a dis-
tinction between value (as a relation between persons) and exchange-
value (as the relation between things which mediates the value relation). 
And, as the reader of Capital soon discovers, in the space opened up 
between these two emerges a sociology of biirgerliche Ge.se/lscJw.jl which 
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is simply beyond the analytical reach of the orthodox disciplines of 
economics and politics. 

In this context, we may recall again Ian Craib's third criterion for 
assessing rival social theories.91 For by posing historically specific social 
relations between persons as the key to understanding anarchical social 
forms (such as the market and the balance of Marx identifies 
and illuminates a constitutive dimension of the social world whose 
existence is not even suspected by liberal theories which take those 
social forms to be natural - the logically determined outcome of 
unregulated interaction between preconstituted individuals. There is. 
as it turns out, rather more than this to be explained. And there is 
therefore, contra Wight, every need for international theory. For this 
anarchy is no ordinary state of nature: it has 'ontological depth' - and 
the depths powerfully subvert any understanding drawn straightfor-
wardly from observation of the surface appearance. 

Marx's analysis is conducted at the level of 'domestic' social re-
production. Yet it is full of implications for IR. These implications 
may be grouped into two categories: formal and substantive. An 
immediate formal implication can be seen if we recall that in IR 
anarchical social forms and hierarchical structures are emphasized by 
competing schools of thought (realism and structuralism) which sup-
posedly represent incommensurable paradigms. It follows from our 
discussion that this is a false dichotomy. And just as the earlier dis-
cussion of public and private political spheres resolved the contradic-
t ion between realism and idealism, so here Marx's theory of anarchy 
provides a means of overcoming this so-called 'paradigm debate'. 
Theoretically, after all, the supposed incommensurability is simply an 
elaboration of the formal theoretical cha1lenge set up by Marx as the 
central object of his theory of value at the end of chapter 5 of Volume 
I: namely, to understand how an anarchical interaction of independ-
ent individuals resolves into systematic class relations of subordin a-
tion and appropriation without introducing either unequal exchange 
or any formal qualification of individual freedom and equality. (It 
might be added that our broader discussion suggests also that the 
third, 'pluralist' paradigm is really just a descriptive encounter with 
the differentiation of state and civil society. And there the redefinition 
of sovereign ty advanced above would hence seem to have greater 
explanatory power.) 

Satisfying though this formal, disciplinary clarification may be, the 
real excitement must attach to the new possibilities for substantive 
theoretical explanation of international phenomena which now come 
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into view; For the implication is that with the international anarchy, 
too, beneath the realm of 'Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham', 
the domain of 'the free trader vulgaris',92 'entirely different processes 
go on, in which this apparent individual equality and liberty disap-
pear'. Is it true, then, of the international anarchy of states that there 
is an 'ontological depth' to the structures of social reproduction which 
must be plumbed before their apparently self-evident surface appear-
ance can be understood? 

In one respect, such a speculation might seem inappropriate: states 
are nOt biological individuals who buy and consume each other's 
labour- power. There can thus be no simple mapping of the condition 
of states onto that of persons. But this is nOt the point. What holds 
for both is the condition of social relations mediated through things, 
rather than through personalized relations of domination. It is this 
difference which underlies the historical shift from empire to states-
system. But. by the same token, it is this same alienation of social 
relations onto impersonal mechanisms - the balance of power and 
the invisible hand of the market - which provides the social forms 
through which the new kinds of power peculiar to value relations 
operate in the international system. There is therefore a determinate 
task of sociological recovery yet to be undertaken, in order to resolve 
the actual workings of these anarchical mechanisms of the interna-
tional system back into their constituent social relations. It is a task 
which needs to be addressed both as theoretical explication and as 
historical reconstruction. The major obstacle standing in the way of 
such a project has always been the realist definition of anarchy as a 
presocial state of nature.93 For insofar as the internationa1 system could 
not attain the setded properties of a society, it was for the same reason 
held to be resistant to sociological analysis: the rules of existence in 
the state of nature are unforgivingly brief Anarchy has therefore a1ways 
represented the strongest argument for those resisting the intellectual 
integration of IR into the broader social sciences. But if anarchy is 
not presocial. if it can be shown to be the geopolitical form of capi-
talist modernity, then this last, most basic argument for realism need 
no longer hold us back. 

In fact, there is a much broader warrant for this intuition. which 
emerges if we contrast our understanding of anarchy point for point 
with the realist understanding. Realists have argued variously that 
anarchy is a property of international politics which distinguishes the 
character of that domain from domestic politics and requires an analysis 
sui gennis. They have supposed that as such it is a transhistorical, 
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timeless feature of states-systems. And they have assumed that be-
cause it comprises a presocial state of nature, there is no ontological 
depth to the recurrent patte rns of anarchical behaviour: the logic 
informing these patterns is already manifest in the two-dimensional 
game-plans of the balance of power. 

Against this composite realist understanding, we have argued that 
the experience of anarchy studied in IR is not transhistorical but 
peculiarly modern. We have suggested that, far from being a pecu-
liarity of geopolitics, it is the constitutive social form of capitalist 
societies. And we have glimpsed how this apparently simple and 
natural form of interaction can in fact be understood only by uncov-
ering the ontological depth of its daily reproduction through a very 
particular kind of social relations between people. 

This rediscovery of anarchy as a social form comprises a decisive 
break with realist theory in much the same way as the earlier redefi-
nition of sovereignty enabled us to break decisively with realist history. 
There the effect was a release from the tyranny of diplomatic history 
which finally made it possib le to connect the emergence of our in-
ternational system with the wider processes of social transformation 
involved in the making of the modern world. Here the result is a 
sudden collapse of tluorelica/ partitions which reveals something equally 
startling. To see what this is, we need only look out into the surround-
ing terrain of classical political economy and classical sociology which 
is no longer barred from view. 

Sociology is commonly defined as 'the study of society'. Yet this 
apparent universality bears its own historical stamp. For 'society' 
does not presen t itself as an object o f study outside political philoso-
phy before the institutional differentiation of public and private 
spheres, state and civil society, which characterizes the modern West. 
As Frisby and Sayer suggest: 'the very possibility of abstractly con-
ceptualizing society at all would seem to have been historically 
dependent upon the concrete development of hiirger/iche Gesellschaft 
market society, civil society, bourgeois society. 'M And once this dif-
ferentiation of spheres has occurred, what most immediately needs 
to be explained is precisely how social reproduction is organized by 
means other than direct political co-ordination. (Polanyi argued that 
the same requireme nt underlay the emergence of classical political 
economy. In a chapter ent itled 'Political Economy and the Discov-
ery of Society' he suggests that new forms of understanding were 
needed because 'no human community had yet been conceived of 
which was not identical with law and government. The intellec-
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Iual novelty of this problematic thus reflects the historica1 novelty of 
an actual historical formation. 

Much of classical sociology is therefore implicitly a reflection on 
the theme of anarchical regulation. Is this not the meaning of 
Durkheim's question: 'How does it come about that the individual, 
whilst becoming more autonomous, depends ever more closely upon 
society?'96 It echoes through Herbert Spencer's notion of an 'evolu-
tion from militant to industrial societies, from 'compulsory cooperation' 
between the elements of the whole society to 'voluntary cooperation, 
from centralization to decentralization'." Simmel's speculation on 
'how is society possible?>9lI has a strangely familiar ring to any student 
of IR theory reared on the question 'Can there be a society of states?' 

It might be suggested that the significance of these parallels has 
gone unremarked because of the disciplinary remoteness of IR from 
sociology. In one respect, however, this would not be accurate - and 
here we come upon one of the most bizarre twists in the whole story. 
T he central, organizing category of the English School of IR is 'in-
ternational society'. What is the sense of the term 'society' here? One 
of its sources is undoubtedly the 'great society of states>99 which Grotius 
describes as the outcome of the 'impelling desire for society' which 
even sovereigns on account of their mutual dependence: 

there is no state so powerful, that it may nOt some time need the help of 
others outside itself, either for purposes of trade, or even to ward off the 
forces of many foreign nations united against it. 100 

However, we may also identify a second strand of analysis, deriving 
from classical sociology, which seeks to fix as a definite quality the 
com parative looseness of international association which migh t other-
wise be regarded simply as a kind of incompleteness due to the absence 
of world government. Notable in this regard is the work of Georg 
Schwarzenberger, who drew upon Ferdinand T6nnies' distinction 
between Gemeiruchafl and Gesellschafl - usually translated as 'commu-
nity' and 'society': 

Whereas the members of a community are united in spite of their indi-
vidual existence, the members of a society are isolated in spite of their 
associalion. 101 

Now although it is true that Tonnies formulated Gemdnschafl and 
Gesellschafl as ideal-types, it is a lso the case that he had a definite 
historical application in mind. As he put it: 'Gemeinschaft (com-
munity) is old; Gesel1schaft (society) is new as a name as well as a 
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phenomenon.'l02 Schwarzenberger - unlike, for example, Charles 
ManninglOl - retains this historical dimension, arguing that 'the inter-
Christian State system [i.e. medieval Christendom] had many fea-
tures which make us inclined to classify it as a community', and that 
the emergence of modern geopolitics therefore comprised 'its trans-
formation from a community into a society'.lGf 

But once the anarchical character of the modern international 
system has thus been identified as a definite historical form - its 
Gesellschtifj-type relations distinguishing it descriptively from the 
GemrinsdUlfl-type geopolitical relations of feudal Europe - it is clearly 
of some relevance to ask: why does it now assume this different form? 
Schwarzenberger does not press this question - perhaps because he 
is content to have found an ideal-type which captures his sense of the 
quality of modern relations between states - 'isolated in spite of their 
association'. TBnnies himself, however, did not hesitate to make this 
final link: 

Gesellschaft ... is to be understood as a multitude of natural and artificial 
individuals, the wills and spheres of whom are in many relations with and 
to o ne another, and remain nevertheless independent of one another and 
devoid of n:autual familiar relationships. This gives us the general descrip-
tion of 'bourgeois 

Whatever conclusions we may draw from this, the main point may 
perhaps be a llowed to stand: the problematic p f anarchy, so long 
regarded as the differentia specf!icQ of IR theory, turns out instead to 
be perhaps the central preoccupation of modern social thought. 

At a certain point in the Grundrisse, Marx asserts that 'The analysis 
of what free competition really is, is the only rational reply to the 
middle-class prophets who laud it to the skies or to the socialists who 
damn it to hell.'loo Something very similar may be suggested concern-
ing our subject here: namely, that the analysis of what anarchy really 
is is the only rational reply to the realists who laud it to the skies or 
to the idealists who damn it to hell. It would be difficult to imagine 
a more decisive affirmation of the structural unity of social forms and 
geopolitical systems - unless it be the writing of that alternative history 
of the emergence of the international system to which the considera-
tions developed in this chapter now point. 
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Tantae Molis Erat. Prospectus for 
an Alternative History of the 

International System 

Tantu mom nut to unleash the 'eternal natural laws' of the capitalist 
mode of production. 

MARX' 

The Method 

Towards the end of Capital, Volume I, Marx breaks off from the de-
tailed analysis of the dynamics of capitalist production and devotes 
the last eight chapters to the subject of 'so-called primitive accumu-
lation'. Classical political economy had recognized that the precon-
ditions of a capitalist 'economy' - in particular, the conjunction of 
some individuals possessing money and means of production with a 
much larger group who possess no means of subsistence and are hence 
compelled to sell their labour-power in order to survive - were not 
naturally occurring. In order to explain this conjunction which makes 
capitalism possible, some authors therefore posited a preceding phase 
of social development in which the diligence and frugality of a few 
enabled them to accumulate sufficient wealth to employ others, while 
a much larger number failed to husband their resources so well and, 
having squandered their property, came to maintain themselves by 
hiring out their labour. The deepest inadequacy of this account of 
'primitive accumulation' is not so much its 'nursery tale' naiVety.2 It 
is rather that by representing the emergence of capitalism as a quan-
titative accumulation of money rather than a qualitative transforma-
tion of social forms it reads back into what is supposed to be a 'state 
of nature' the very differentiation of politics and economics which 
constitutes capitalist society. It offers an explanation of the emergence 
of capitalism which unwittingly presupposes the existence of capitalist 
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marked the boundary of Polanyi's social thought. By contrast, C. Wright Mills 
vigorously rejected the resultant reduction of sociology to 'a sort of odd job man 
among the social sciences, consisting of miscellaneous studies of academic 
overs'. See his T1u StxWlogicallmaginatum, Oxford 1959, p. 23. 
146. 'The economists have a singular way of proceeding. For them, there are only 

twO kinds of institutions, artificial and natural. The institutions of feudalism are 
artificial institutions, those of the bourgeoisie are natural institutions . ... Thus 
there has been history, but there no longer is any.' (M'arx, quoting 'T'he Pouerg of 
Phiumphy, in Capikll, Vol. I, p. 175n.) 

5. The Em.pire of Civil Society 

I. Co.pitai, Vol. Ill, p. 790. 
2. Often, upholding a rule of law in connection with the capitalist labour 

contract is a bloody affair - drawing out the coercive arm of the stale in routine 
acts of violent repression. South Korea still provides not infrequent examples of 
this. Ho ..... ever - and here: is the point - the pitched battles berween police and 
workers in South Korea take place not in the courtyardsof-state-owned factories, 
but on the pre:mises of Hyundai and Samsung corporations. non-governmental 
organizations. And if it sometimes takes bayonets and tear gas to drive workers into 
factories, the rule to which they submit once inside is no t thatof the state, but rather 
that of so-called 'management'. 

3. 'The social world of capitalism appears as something we inhabit ... rather 
than some ways we are.' (Sayer, Co.piwlism and M<Hiernit!, p. 88.) 

4. For an exposition of the labour theory of value as a social theory, see Isaac 
Rubin's classic of the 19205, EsscrYs on Marx's T1uq,y of Value, introduced by F. 
Perlman, Montreal 1973. See also Perlman's fine introduction to that volume .. 

5. Eduard Heimann, re:ferring to the Gre:ek distinction between oilwnomw. 
and chrtma/islik, notes that 'the modern name "economics" which has been taken 
over from the ancients now denotes the exact opposite of what they meant by it' 
(Hisw9' of Economic Doctrines: An intTGductWn to £COMmie TlutJry, New York 1964, p. 
23). This distinct ion is also discussed briefly by Marx in Co.pital, Vol. I, pp. 253-
4n. See also Therborn, chapter 2, for an admirably clear discussion of these 
points. As he puts it: 'Economic discourse emerged as a concomitant of the r ise 
of what this discourse was about: the capitalist economy. This should be under-
stood in a strong sense.' Ibid., p. 77.) 

6 . In the Gr:mdrisse, Marx alludes to this by joking with the etymology of the 
word 'capital': 'If the concern is the word, capital, which does not occu.r in 
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antiqu ity, then the still migrating hordes with their herds on the Asiatic plateau 
are the b iggest capitalists, since capital originally means cattle.' (Ibid., p. 513.) 

7. This contrasts with the 'parcellized sovereignty' of feudal Europe, where 
local jurisdiction was a direct source of revenue and social power for the noble 
estate. As Anderson put it, justice, far from entailing an impersonal rule of law 
among legal equals, 'was the ordinary name of power' (Passages.from Antiqui!JI IIJ 
FtIldalism, p . 153). 

8. Wood, 'The Separation of the Economic and the Political in Capitalism', 
p.82. 

9. As noted earlier, Polanyi was insistent on the novelty of this: 'Nineteenth-
century society, in which economic activity was isolated and imputed to a distinc-
tive economic motive, was, indeed, a singular departure.' (Polanyi, p. 71.) 

10. See, for example,j. Stoessinger, 'The Anatomy of the Nation-State and the 
Nature: of Power', reprinted in M. Smith et al., eds, firsjJ«tiues tm WOrld Politics, 
Beckenham 1981; H. and M. Sprout, 'Tribal Sovere:ignty vs Interdependence', in 
ibid.; and G. Goodwin, 'The Erosion of External Sovereignty?', Governmmt and 
Opposition, 9 ( I), Winter 1974. For a brief, though h ighly selective, survey of 
definitions of sovereignty in IR, see A. James, &vereign Statdwod: 'T'he Basis of 
intnnawmal Socie!JI, London 1986, chapter 2.james himself opts for a definition of 
external sovere:ignty as 'constitutional separateness' (ibid., p. 24), a somewhat 
unhistorical formulation which leads him at one point to the curious observation 
that 'an empire [is] a form of sovereign state' (ibid., p. 31). However,james's 
purpose is to explicate sovcre:ignty not as a particular form of rule but rather as 
a term 'used by states when referring to what it is about themselves that fits them 
for international life' (ibid., p. 51). This is in step \vith the work of the English 
School as a whole. Wight (who rarely uses the term at all), Bull and Watson have 
all remained content with a very general definition in terms of internal primacy 
and external independence. (See Wight, SySkms of StaUs, pp. 129-30; Bull, TM 
Anarchical Society, p. 8; and Watson, p. 316.) Even Carr could not rise to a clear 
defini tion of modern sovereignty: 'One prediction may be made with some 
confidence. The concept of sovereignty is likely to become in the future even more 
blurred and indistinct than it is in the present.' (The Twenty rears' Crisis, 2nd edn, 
p. 230.) 

I I. Waltz, in Keohane, cd., p. 90. 
12. Or even where: it redresses imbalances of power within production through 

constraining the freedom to 'hire and fire' o r assuaging the rigours of unemploy-
m ent. 

13. And, one could say, 'legitimation crisis' enforces a limit to change which 
social democracy cannot overleap. For a lucid and not uncritical discussion of 
Habermas's theory of legitimation crisis, a theory whose appearance towards the 
end of the 1970s reRected unmistakably the strains building up within West 
European social democracy after the end of the long boom, see D. Held, 'Crisis 
Tendencies, Legit imation and the State' in j . Thompson and D. Held, eds, 
Habmnas: Critical London 1982. 

14. See, for example, thc account given in G. Goodman, TM Miners' Strike, 
London 1985, chapter 2. 

15. This assumes that they are not interrupted by direct state intcrvention. 
16. It would not be possible 10 make such ajigsaw out of feudal Europe, in which 

each piece corresponded to a single, exclusive jurisdiction. Jere:my Black nOtes 
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(c,,!';n o f the absolutist period) thai 'It wu usually beyond the ingenuity of even the 
most skilful cartographer to indicate: on one map alone areas of mixedjurisdic. 
lions, owing allegiancc to different rulers for diffcrent aspects of their cxistence.' 
(The Rise if the Europtan 1tJwers, 1679- 1793, London 1990, p. \94.) Black gives an 
example of one treaty (Turin, 1760) which required no less than eight different 
maps of the same area in order to render fully its complex political identity (ibid., 
p. 194). Ironically, in the light of our discussion in chapter 2, the dispute resolved 
here concerned the delineation of boundaries by the Treaty of Utrecht. 

17. One of the effects of this rcali7.3tion is to show up the inadequacy of 
ahistorical disc;uuions of 'international ethics' which unwittingly universali:te 
social forms peculiar to capitalist modernity into 'natural' starting assumptions. 
A clear example arising from the present discussion concerns the question of 
borders. The fact of borders between 'national' political communities is held by 
communitarian thinkers to mark a fundamental obstacle to the extension of ethical 
reasoning to IR - a claim contested by writers of a cosmopolitan stamp. Which 
side is right? If the argument put forward above is correct, then the debate itself 
is simply not worth having until we have understood the historical and slTUctural 
specificity of territoriality in a capitalist States-system. 

18. 'Universal interdependence of nations' as a result of these specific social 
relations (rather than as a novelty of the 19705) was described by Marx and Engels 
in the UrmmWlisl Manift.sw - reprinted in The Rtvo/wlions oj ]848, ed. D. Fernbach, 
Harmondswonh 1973, p. 71. 

19. In fact, we shall see in the last section of this chapter that what we have he re 
is not only a differemiation of the spheres of social power, but also a radical, 
epochal transformation in the character of that power in both spheres. In Marx's 
formulation, 'relations of personal dependence' an:: replaced by 'personal inde-
pendence based on dependence mediated by things'. But this belongs to the 
redefinition of anarchy. 

20. 'Civil society' here is used to denote the social totality, including the state, 
a connotation which its French (bOllrgtois) and German (biiTplick Gt.stllsduIflJ 
equivalents have not lost. In Anglo-Saxon usage, however, the term has come to 
be defined not in contrast to o the r kinds o f society, but rather over against the state 
within capitalist society - a device which assigns the exercise of political power 
exclusively to the public sphere of the state and allows the private political sphere 
of capital to represent itself as the realm of individual freedom. Fora powerful and 
systematic critique of this usage, see E. ""ood, 'The Uses and Abuses of "Civil 
Society"', &cialisl /Ugisln" 1990 (special iS$ue: R. Miliband and L. Panitch, eds, Till 
/Uveal of tlu ]ntel/4luais). 

21. For a brief account of the NIEO campaign, see]. Spero, The Polilics of 
IntemaJiofUll &onomi( IUfations, London 1985, pp. 207([ 

22. Susan George, 1-')E seminar, J anuary 1989. 
23. This, it may be argued, is the deep sense in which realism is ideological. It 

is not just that it provides politicians with a convenient language with which to 
justify thcir policies; rather, by reifying and naturalizing the alienated social forms 
of modernity, it reproduces allhe cogn itive level the separation of economics and 
politics which is constitutive of the specifically capitalist form of intcrnational 
power. 

24. Marx and Engels., TIll Germall Idrology, p. 57. In other words, the political 
and material incorporation of humanity into the global system $Iudied by IR was 
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accomplished through the expansion of Europe in the era of capitalist industriali-
ution. In the O'\-erall schema of CDpilat as set out in the 'General Introduction ' of 
18.57, this. theme was mark.ed out for development: 'World history h as not always 
cxl$led; hlStory as world history as a result.' (Grunt/ri.m, p. 109.) 

25. Bull, The AMullu:ai .5"«ie!r, p. 8 . 
26. The Pope's response to Westphalia, Dumus Dei, ends with the following 

pronouncement: 'we assert and declare by these presentllhat all the said articles 
one or both of the said which in any way impair or prejudice in the 

.o r that can be alleged, understood, or imagined to be able 
In an>: way to Injure or t? Injured the Catholic religion, divine worship, the 
salvation of souls, the said Roman apostolic see, the inferior churches the ecde-

or persons, affairs, possessions,jurisdictions., 
hbertles, pnVlleges, prerogatives, and rights whatsoever, - all such 

been .and afe of right, and shall perpetually be, null and 
invalid, unjust, condemned, rejected, without force or efTect, 
and no o ne IS to observe them, even when they be ratified by oath.' (Reprinted P. 
Limm , The ThiT!r YtaI'"S' WaT, Harlow 1984, p. 107.) 

27. As with mO$t historical references cited in JR, it is remarkably difficult to 
find any systematic research - even of chapter length - into the actual context 
provisions and significance of Westphalia. A valuable recent exception is Ki 
Holsti's discussion in chapter 2 of PtfUe and War. 

28. F.H. Hinsley, SouerdgnP'. London 1966, p. 121. 'Although the word 'sover-
eignty' had gained currency by the beginning of that century, Bodin in his Six LiUTts 
de fa ripubliq/U of 1577 was perhaps the first man to state the theory behind the 
word.' (Ibid., p. 71.) 

29. See E. Wood, The Pristw CulMt tif CaPilalism, London 1991. 
30. Ibid., p. 25. 
31 . Ibid., pp. 54-5. 
32. The same is true laler, as Wood notes, of that other liberal great the 

US. The reason is the same in each case: 'It is not at all as paradoxical as it :nay 
seem that the <=;<>ncept of the lJ:een least well precisely when:: the 
formal separauon of state and CIVIl society charactensuc of capitalism occurred 
first and mOst " naturally"" (Ibid., p. 34.) Exactly the same could be said with 
respect to the geopolitical definition of the state. It is remarkable that Britain and 
the .V!5 - the o."ly IWO truly world there have been - both had to import 
the Idiom of TtlUOIi d'ilalfrom abroad. This is especiallyc1ear in the role of Niebuhr 
and IVforgenthau in 1:-'5 realism. But Carrtooderi ... "eS utopianism 
above from Anglo-Amencan liberalism, and cites two Europeans (M:annheim 

as the most imponant intellectual influences on Till TwmD' rtOl)"' 
Cnsu. See the Prerace to the first edition. 

33. '[T] ile truth is that legal sovereignty, exercised by the "Crown in Parlia-
was becoming a reality in England long before it existed even as a gleam 

In the eyes of Frcnch legal scholars.' (Wood, 7"Ju Prish'ne Culture oj Capilaiism., p. 48.) 
34. Ibid., p. 28. 
35. Ibid., p. 55. 
36. D. Sayer, 'A Notable Administration: English State Formation and the Rise 

of Capitalism',Ameri((UI]oll.rnnloj 97 (5), March 1992, p. 1393. Sayer, like 
so far as t.o a direct reversal o f the (sociological) assumptions 

of hlstoncal reS(:arcll In tillS matte r: 'From the point of view of its contribution to 
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the: rise of capitalism, there would appear to be: every reason for regarding 
a polity as paradigmatic rather than peculiar,' 141) For a detaded 
comparative history of European state-building wntu:n 10 the: Splnt of these 
obscJVations, see C. Mooers, The MoJdng of &urgecu 1991: . 

37. In other words, the absolutht doctrine of SO<.'CTClgnly as the centrahzauon 
of political power would be unable to explain its disaggrtgaliM into p,u?iic and 
private: spheres. Onc: writer who has recogniud very the 
between the absolutist and the liberal versions of sovereignty IS Roy Jones: An 

the liberal tradition is to have constructed a notion. and a structure, 
of statehood which is the antithesis of sovereignty. The liberal $latc was inspired 
by a plUSion to regulate:, even do away with, sovereigns..' 'T.hc Engli.sh 
School of Intcrnational Relations: A Case for Closure', &view 0/ inlernohomU Siudus, 
7(1 ), 1981, p. 6.) Thc implied suggestion. that .term.itself should be donc 
away with is logical enough. Howcver, smce thlS lS unhkdy to happen In th.e 
alternative path of theoretical and historical redefinition has becn preferred In thIS 
work. 

38. See Holmes, pp. 28-47. 
39. Morgenthau, p. 5. . . . . 
40. ' If there is any distinctively political theory of mternallonal politiCS, bal-

ance-of-power theory is it.' ('Naltz, in Keohane, 116.) .. 
11. Bull's work The A'WT(hi(al Society probably pTOVldes the most expliCIt 

consistent vel"$ion of this account. Bull observes: 'The classical argument agamst 
world gO\'ernment has been that ... it is destructive of lilx:rty or freedom: it 
infringes the liberties of Slates and nations.' (Ibid., pp. 252- 3.) However, the 
nostrums are general. In a section entitlcd 'TIle of Anarchy', 
comments that 'StateS, like people, are insecure in proportion to the e:o;tent of theIr 
freedom. If freedom is wanted, insecurity must be accepted: (Keohane, ed., p. 
110.) 

42. Marx, Capiwl, Vol. I, p. 477. Italics added. ... 
43. IIJuly 1868,reproducedin Torr, 

London 1934, p. 245. It would be wrong to suggest that It lS more central. than 
the beuer-known analysis of the despotism of the workplace; :u suggested In the 
earlier quotation, they are two sides of the same . 

44. Well-known instances of these include Gilpm, War and Change III . 
PoiiJiu and the work of Kenneth Waltz. Indeed, Waltz uses the analogy to Jusufy 
the realist segregation of domestic; and international politics: 'With 
both systems-level and unit-Ie\'el forces in play, how can <:>nc con.struc t a o f 
international politics without simultaneously constructmg a meory of foreIgn 
policy? The question is e:<actly like asking how an economic markeu: 
be wriuen in the absence of a thcory of the firm. The answer IS very eaSily. 
(Keohane, cd., p. 60.) . 

45. For a critique of this traditional view, see Wood, 'MarXIsm and the Course 
of History'. 

46. The so-called 'ForOlcn', Grwuirim, pp. 471 -5 14. 
47. On the contrary, Marx is quite clear that '[e]quaHty and freedom 

pose relations of production as yet unrealized in the w.orld and In the 
Middle Ages' (ibid., p. 245). And his condemnation of the undlgOlfied, stagnatory 
a nd vegetative life' of the Indian village is well known. (See Marx and Engels, On 
Colonialism, Moscow and London 1980, p. 36.) 
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48. Gt-undrUse, cited by Sayer, Capiwlism aNi Modn-lIi!J, pp. 13--14. This transla* 
tion is here preferred. over the Nicolaus version which substitute5 'objective 
dependence' for 'dependence mediated by things', (GrwuJrUse, p. 158.) 

49. p. 161. 
so. Capi.Jal, Vol. I , p. 173. 
SI. Grundrisst, p. 649. 
52. Ibid., pp, 164 and 84, respectively. 
53. 'Why Is There No International Theory?', p. 26. 
54. See his discussion of these points in Sayer, CapilalUm aNi Modemip, pp. 

13-22. 
55. Marx to Kugelmann, referring to thc Grwuiris.u, cited by Nicolaus in his 

introduction to the Penguin edition (p. 59). 
56. Marx's method here is very dearly elaborated by Sayer in The V'rolmu of 

Abstractioll, chapter 6. 
57. Grundrisst, p. 88. 
58. Ibid. , p. 105. 
59. The other key site of analysis is 'the chapter on money', and the discussions 

of competition in the Gnmdrisst. See especially pp. 649-52. 
60. Either that, or products are consumed dire.ctly by their producer. 
61. Letter to Kugelmann, Tke Cornspondnut 0/ Marx and Engels, p. 246, 
62. For the English School of JR, the defining questions of international theory 

are generally posed in such terms:u 'How can there be an international society 
without an international govcrnmenl? If a ll states are sovereign, how can they Ix: 
bound by a common law?' etc. 

63. Marx 10 Kugelmann, T1u Omupont.Unu of ,\farx aNi &gels, p. 246. 
64. Gt-undrisse, p. 135. 
65. Ibid., p. 161. 
66. Marx describes precapitalistsocial relations as 'much more transparent and 

simple' than those organizing generalized commodity production (ibid., p. 172). 
67. Capital, Vol. I, pp. 167-8. 
68. Grundrim, p. 241 , 
69. Ibid., p. 242. 
70. Or as Marx puts it 'they recognize one another reciprocally as proprietors, 

as penons whose penetratcs their commodities.' (Ibid., p. 243.) 
7 1. Ibid., p. 245. Marx goes on to note that this sharply distinguishes the 

character of modern freedom from its predecessors in history: 'Equality and 
freedom as devdoped to this e:o;tent are exactly the oppositc of the frecdom and 
equality in the world of antiquity, where developed exchange value was not their 
basis.' 

72. Grundrisse, p. 485. Marx descrilx:s the predecessors of this new social form 
of the individual as 'TOOled to the spot, ingrown' (ibid., p. 494). 

73. Ibid. , p. 85. 
74. For Marx the caveat to this proviso is a third social form, lying beyond 

'dependence mediated by things': 'Free individuality, based on the universal 
dC\.'elopment of individuals and on their subordination of their communal, social 
productivity as their social wealth.' (Gnmdrisse, p. 158.) 

75. Ibid., pp. 157- 8. 
76. 'I believe that the desire and the motive for large and mighty empires; for 

gigantic armies and great navies ... will die away; I Ix:lieve that such thin&$ \vill 
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cease: to be necessary, or [0 be used when man beom.es one family, and freely 
exchanges the fruits of his labour with his brother man. I believe that, if we could 
be allowed to reappear on this sublunary scene, we should see, at a far distant 
period, the governing system of this world revert to something like the municipal 
system.' (Quotation from a speech of 1846; in Bourne, cd., pp. 269-70.) 

77. ror example, in the H ouse of Commons Debate on 'Russia and the POTte', 
16 August 1853: '''''e went to war, not for the purpose of increasing the expon of 
our commodities. but in defence of the libeny and independence of nations, and 
for the maintenance of that balance of power, which, however the hon. Gentleman 
may treat it with contempt and sneer at it, because: he does nOt understand it -
everybody else considers to be a point deserving of assertion, and essential to the 
liberty and well-being of mankind.' (Cited in ibid., p. 329.) 

78. Cited in ibid., p. 85. 
79. Sec also Palmerston's response to the oveTthrowof tlle French Restoration 

monarchy in 1830: '''''e shall drink the cause of Liberalism all over the world ... 
This event is decisive of the ascendancy of Liberal principles throughout Europe; 
the evil spirit has been put down and will be trodden under foot.' [Cited in ibid., 
p.29.) 

80. House of Commons Speech on the Corn Laws, 1842, extracted in ibid., p. 
255. 

81. Palmerston, I March 1848, extracted in ibid., pp. 292-3. 
82. In the end, Carr maintained, utopianism ran far deeper than the childish 

fantasies of deluded international lawyers. He traced it inkralia to the father of the 
'invisible hand' himself: Adam Smith. (Tk Twm!J' rum' Crisis, 2nd edn, p. 43.) In 
other words, modern utopianism,like modern realism, is TOOted in the experience 
of anarchical .social fo rms. 

83. If our argument were following the rhetoric.al51rueture of CapiwJ, we would 
have read\ed no further than the fifth of thirty-three chapters in the first of three 
volumes. 

84. CtzpilQ,l, Vol. I, p. 733. The quotation cited earlier from the Gnuulrisse which 
eulogiu:d the 'spontaneous interconnection' of the market goes on to insist: 'But 
it is an insipid notion to conceive of this merely objatioe band as a spontaneous, 
natural attribute inherent in individuals and inseparable from their nature .... This 
bond is their product. It is a historic product.' (o,undrisse, p. 162.) 

85. CtzpillJ./, Vol. I, p. 729. 
86. Ibid., p. 730. 
87. Gnmdrisse, p. 247. 
88. For th is reason, Marx also chides 'the foolishness of those socialists ... who 

demonstrate that exchange and exchange-value etc. are origitwlly ... or esstnlially 
... a system of universal freedom and equality, but that they have been perverted 
by money, capital etc.' (Ibid., p. 248.) 

89. Rubin, p. 6. 
90. Cited by S. Lukes, 'Saint· Simon (1760-1825)" in A. Donini and]. Novak, 

cds, Origim and Growth oj &tW.al 7kory, Chicago 1982, p. 59. 
91. 'The better theory will be able to specify in more detail the causal processes 

at work and the situations in which causal mechanisms come into operation.' 
(Craib, p. 26.) In this case, if value theory can illuminate underlying social relations 
which are opaque to realism and yet which can be shown to be constitutive of the 
balance of power as a historically specific social form, then the claim holds that 
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it is a superior theory. fOr it can explain everything that realism can, and 
much more besides. 

92. CapillJ.l, Vol. I, p. 280. 
. . It is striking that most IR critiques of realism operate by stressing the 

nutrgallOn of the state of nature, not by uncovering iu historicity as a social form. 
This holds even of the finest critiques, such as Charles Beiu's Po/itUal Tkttny and 
InkrnauOIIaf Relatioru, Princeton 1979. 

94. Frisby and Sa),!:r, p. 120. 
95. Polanyi, p. 114. 
96. Tlu Division oj lAbour, cited in Frisby and Sayer, p. 44. 
97. Frisby and Sayer, p. 28. 
98. For a brief discussion of Simmel's treatment of this question, see ibid., 

chapter 3. 
99. Grotius, Prolegomena to On tlu Law oj and Ptaa, in M. rorsyth et al., 

cds, Tk T"-Y of Inkrnalitmal Relatioru: &lal«i Tuufiom Gmb.'ii 14 TreiJ.sdlke, London 
1970, p. 48. 
100. Ibid., pp. 42 and 50. 
101. Pown- PoiilUs: An IntroduttUm 14 tire Stud" oj InkrllOtiDrUJJ Re!.aliom and Posi-War 

Plcuming, London 1941, p. 35. 
102. Communi!J' and Assodalion (Gmuirudrafl und Gtstllsthafl), London 1955, p. 39. 
103. Manning's brief discussion of these terms abstracts them from both their 

historical and their theoretical context: 'international society at the pn::sc:nt time 
being so palpably 1101 a GcmeinsduJfl. a Gu/Jsdl4l it therefore is taken to be.' (Tlu 
NaIlJrtoj InkrnolionalS«U!!, London 1975, p. 176.) 
104. Schwarzenberger, pp. 35 and 42. 
I 05. p. 87. 
106. Gnmdrisst, p. 652. 

6. Tantae Molis Erat 
I. CtzPitll/, Vol. I,p. 925n: 'The full quotation is TanlatnwlistraJRtmuuumiamtkrt 

gmlml' ('So great was the effort required to found tlle Roman race'), from Virgil 
Amnd, Bk I, line 33.' ' 

2. Ibid., p. 874. 
3. One of the most effective interrogations of this form of reasoning can be 

found in Roben Brenner's critique of Sweezy, Frank and Wallerstein. See 'The 
Origins of Capitalist Development'. The analytical core of the argument is set out 
more brieAy in Brenner's 'The Social Basis of Economic Development', in). 
Roemer, ed., ,\1arxism, Cambridge 1986. More recently, Brenner has 

that Marx full y escaped the Smithian model of capitalist origins 
o:nly III the mature: fT?m the Grwuirisn onwards. See 'Bourgeois Revolu-
uon the t? Capitalism' in A. Beier et at, eds, Tk FlnlModern Soat!J': 
Essays III &iglisJr Hutory III Honour of LaU,Ttnte S14ne, Cambridge 1989. 

4. Th,AllardiicalS«U!>"pp. 13- 14. 
5. Letter to the editor of the Og«tswenn!re Zapisky, reproduced in 1M Corre· 

spondente oj Marx (Vld Eng,Is, p. 354. 
6. CtzpillJ.I, Vol. I , pp. 874-5 . 

. 7. at this political dimen5ion but does not develop it here: 'The 
mdustnal capitalists, these new potentates, had on their paT! not only to di5place 
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